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Did you know that Terence Grier is the first Club member to be selected to Parliament?

Yes indeed, Terence Grier M.P., representing Toronto Lakeshore under the banner of

N.D.P. Now we know who to see when we want to lobby.

Dr. Jean George Lengelle spoke to us at lunch on January 22nd. on his conception
of his job as the new Warden of Hart House. He spoke in philosophic terms of the
cultural values offered by Hart House. He was liberal in his promise that Hart House

* should be open to a wider community than the undergraduates. Unfortunately
Mr. Lengelle read from a prepared text and we were therefore robbed of a more intimate
glimpse of his views. We were glad to see former Warden Joe Mc. Culley present, also
Bill McCoy, a recent assistant Warden. Bob Christie introduced and thanked the speaker.
A large numbers of members turned out for the occasion.

Ladies Night, January 17th. featured the well known mycologist Reginald Godden. While
we use the technical term describing his interest yet we guess that he is perhaps not
as well known as a mycologist as he is as a pianist and Bach interpreter. However,
the mushroom art was described by Reg in such glowing terms that we all felt like
rushing out and buying some mushrooms and starting to encourage this new art form.
The Hall had been decorated by pictures of Reg's spore art. It was brought ouit that
all you have to do is to lay down a nice viable mushroom on a piece of paper, cloth
etc. etc. and the mushroom will send out its spores in a random manner. So far, so
good. BUT you have to photograph these emanations at the right time'! Reg is an
expert in mushrooms, there's no doubt about that, but in addition to that, he likes
to eat them. He and Eric Aldwinkle have had many a feast on priceless morels and
other non-super market specialities. John Morrow introduced the speaker and John
McLean thanked Reg for his unusual and informative presentation.

Members Dinner January 26th. This proved to be one of the best attractions in many
a year. The subject of Ballet proved to be most enticing. We saw unfolded the whole
conception of Ballet. First, Lyman Henderson, dynamic past President of the National
Ballet Company, filled us in with the checkered but glorious career of the N.B.C.

* He gave background information on its financial difficulties of mounting such super
spectacles as Sleeping Beauty. He traced the earliest beginnings of the Company when
Celia Franca was invited to come here from Sadler's Wells. It was a case of Stratford
all over again when Sir Alec Guiness laid the foundation for that success.

__
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S Perhaps Ballet spawns more dramatic criticism and Henderson implied that Celia Franca
has suffered in that direction. Let us forget all that. True art wins every time.
The Ballet School sent along a group of Grade 7, 8 and 9 boys and girls who performed
with great credit. The extent of their discipline was evident throughout. They put
on a show of such purity and elegance these walls will not see again. Glenn Gilmour,

a mere slip of youth announced the programme and explained the various exercises.
It was an evening of great joy. Norman McMurrich deserves great credit for arranging

this unusual entertainment.

The Club Executive has named Lou Hartley Curator of the Heritage Collection Of Art.
This was one of the projects that Lou, with his persistence, inaugurated when he was
Chairman of the Art Committee.

J. Edgar Stone has achieved the honour of becoming a Life Member of the Club. His
long association with Drama in Hart House and the Drama Festival makes him an authority
whenever he comes to the Club for lunch.

We had a chance to look over John Weatherseed's Appointment Book the other day. We
have seen others but John's many old engravings of Canadian scenes and the extra
month for next January make it most attractive. Incidentally the publication served

to celebrate the 10th. anniversary of his Company.

Many Arts and Letters Club members attended Direction Ontario at the King Edward
SHotel and O'Keefe Centre, January 20-21. It was one of four regional meetings which
the Secretary of State's Department and the Canada Council asked the Canadian Conference
of the Arts to organize. The first two, at Halifax and Calgary, attracted approximately
500 participants each; there were 900 at the Toronto meetings, and 500 attended the
exciting, noisy, free-for-all at Montreal February 9-11. Recommendations from these
four gatherings are to be presented at Direction 73, at Ottawa on April 5 and 6, to top
levels of government and to arts administration officials.

Anyone who considered himself a working member of the arts community could attend.

It was a new kind of conference. There were no banquets or speeches. The 900
delegates met in 80 small workshops--5 to 15 in a workshop, in small hotel meeting rooms
and bedrooms, and in circles of chairs throughout the O'Keefe Centre foyers. Each group

had an "animateur" and a carefully prepared set of questions which could be used or dis-
regarded. In an hour and a half each was asked to prepare five brief recommendations.

There were three such "interdisciplinary" groups of workshops--on Saturday
morning, Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning. At each one, met an entirely new company
of writers, musicians, craftsmen, theatre folk, and self-defined "artists". Each set of
workshops dealt in turn with one of the three "D's" of the Secretary of State's new
cultural policy: democratization, decentralization and development. Each was followed

by a plenary session. There were four of these sessions, with 20 animateurs at each
reading their five resolutions; this was followed by general discussion.

On Sunday afternoon each discipline had plenary sessions. If the meeting was a
big one, it usually broke up into smaller panels. In the late afternoon everyone

Sgathered in the King Edward Ballroom to hear the reports of the animateurs of these

plenaries or panels, and Robert Fulford read his summary of the recommendations of the
first three workshop sessions.
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In a brief report it is impossible to summarize the recommendations. This was

ably done in Robert Fulford's summary, and less acceptably in the newspaper reports.

In essence the conference asked that the arts be more important in the community, and

that the artist have more economic security, influence and prestige.

Two comments may interest club members. The first is about pressure groups.

The conference was supposed to represent the individual artist, but at least three

organizations or groups did attend in numbers and made their presence felt. One was

the Canadian Authors Association, speaking on such issues as authors' public lending

rights, support for Canadian writers, and copyright protection against photocopying.

The second was the new artists organization, C,A,R., or Canadian Artists Representation;

it was more aggressive and articulate than the established bodies like the Academy,

O.S.A., and media societies. The third pressure group came from the small adventurous

Toronto theatres, which demanded a "freeze" on grants to established arts organizations,

with the "fresh money"going to the "alternative" theatres. While this demand caught

the attention of Robert Fulford and the newspapers, I believe the true mood of the

conference was that money must be found to support significant creative achievement by

both established and "proliferating" groups.

Finally it must be remembered that the Canadian Conference of the Arts merely

organized these Direction meetings, and should not be confused with them. It will be

remembered that the Conference was the Canadian Arts Council, formed at the Arts and

Letters Club on December 5, 1945, with sixteen member societies, one of them the Club.

It now has 150 organizations under its umbrella. Consequently, the newspaper report

to the contrary, the resolutions passed at the Montreal meeting do not officially

represent the wishes of the Quebec-based organizations in the Conference, and it is

hoped and expected that they will continue to support the Conference as the voice of

the entire Canadian artistic community.

What the Montreal meeting really wanted was a Council to replace the Quebec

Ministry of Culture, which was the subject of bitter attacks. This is a fascinating

development for those of us who have always maintained that non-political bodies like

the Canada Council and the Ontario Council for the Arts are better qualified to give

grants to support the arts than ministries of culture.

H.V.

Ars Longa does not appear this month because John Morrow was suddenly taken ill and

was rushed to the hospital. We all wish him a speedy recovery, but not a recovery

to join the rat race' Take it easy, John.

__
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. Lapp's Corner

Dr. Charles Peaker, alias Charles, alias Charlie, aired his views on the New

Presbyterian Hymn Book in the Presbyterian Record, the official organ of the

Presbyterian Church, and what more fitting than Charlie holding forth in a church

organ? He seemed to approve of it with a mild slap on the wrist for the amateur

harmonists who dare to substitute their own clumsy harmonizations in the old hymns

that were written by talented musicians who certainly knew what the hell they were

doing, which is more than -- oh well, let's skip it.

What Charlie thinks of that other hymn book referred to by many of our

colleagues as garbage and other four letter words, I have not tried to find out as

yet. As Mae West says, let's forget about the garbage and discuss those four letter

words, but not here.

I have made many foolish statements at various times but none so stupid as

those concerning Verdi's "Falstaff" at the MacMillan Theatre on January 26th. In my
ignorance I insulted Herman Geiger-Torrel, Ernesto Barbini and everybody in the show.

Inviting two friends to go with me I rather apologetically warned them that of course

it wouldn't be as good as the Met but as it is the world's greatest opera no one

should miss it. Well, from the drop of Ernesto's baton on the very first note I

started eating my words and without ketchup too. When the curtain fell on the tre-

mendous finale I had eaten so many that my dictionary looked like leukemia. Thank

heaven I had enough good ones left to express what I thought of Herman, Ernesto and

everyone who worked in the show. Toscanini and his gang at the Met never sounded any

better. The finale with young fresh and super voices singing the most difficult

ensemble music in the world were-well let's just say they sent me more than I have

Q been sent for years. I didn't care about that overworked interior set which much to

its surprise, I'm sure found itself in the depths of the forest. If the fairies'

costumes looked like Oklahoma who cared? It was a night for music and music we got.

It was Verdi's last and greatest triumph and a great triumph for the opera school.

Harry Maude, after a fall several years ago had really crippled him, went to

hospital last month and had an operation on his hip. This inspired some facetious

remarks by Charlie Peaker:

Harry Maude,

Canada's greatest boss,

Hip, hip, horray!

A quote from Mendelsshon's "Elijah": "It is enough, 0 Lord, please get me out

of here."

An original Peaker-

Then here's a health to Harry Maude,

Getting better, praise the Laude,

Grandest basso, Honest to Gaude.

Ed Kasdan who years ago got bitten by an obscure insect called the African

script fly (AFRICANUM SCRIPTUM FLYUM) immediately started in writing scripts, plays
and skits. Now the venom is really at work and Pat Hume has made him his assistant

producer. While we're on the subject, I must tell you about last week when I went

* into Les Tayler's to buy a new jacket. Knowing as we all do, that the Chinese always

pluralize everything I was still not prepared, when a chinese clerk came from behind

the counter, looked down and said: "Your flyss is open."



The last time I was into Heintzman's on Yonge Street I spied an old picture of ·
a young gaffer named Ernest MacMillan seated in front of a Heintzman grand piano,
telling owhat a grand piano it was. I put in a bid for it and hope to get it for the

It is always a thrill when we hear something beautiful has happened to our
member Dr. Richard Johnston, alias Richard, alias Dick, Dean of the Faculty of Fine
Arts at the University of Calgary. A new work called "Portraits" commissioned by theCanada Council was played for the first time anywhere, anytime-oh pshaw, let's come
out and say it was premiered by the Calgary Symphony Orchestra. It was so wellreceived that both Calgary music critics want to hear it again. It consists of musical
portraits of many of the friends he has known and still knows, I guess in a long life-time of making and keeping good friends. How about that little blonde in Yellowknife
or do they make blondes in Yellowknife? Please do not let my foolish remarks confusethe issue (if any). The people loved it, the critics loved it, and when the TorontoSymphony plays it here, we will love it.

We are all delighted that Bill Thompson has been appointed tenor soloist atKingsway Baptist Church in Etobicoke. Bill's keen musicianship will certainly be a
great asset to the music in that excellent ecclesiastical organization.

Ever since I started Lapp's Corner in 1880 B.C. I always found some excuse tobitch about something. This time, of all things, it is our new list of members. Every
time I turn the pages to look up a phone number and see that little book divided into
two categories, professional and non-professional, I squirm with embarrassment. This
is discrimination in the first degree. Once I went into a washroom in Washington
labelled Whites only." Only a sense of urgency kept me from walking out. Now, imagine
going into our biffy under a sign "PROS only". Where would the non-pros go? Out in
the alley? Are pros made of different clay than non-pros? Does Al Collier talk to
God while Charlie Thompson waits without? Does Sammy Hersenhoren get to kiss the Queen's
handwhile Fred Shaw only kisses Trudeau's? Is Keith MacMillan made of Crown Derby andPhillip Clark, a potter's vessel or a pot? No, no a thousand times no; let us make up
a new non-discriminitory list with everybody equal, before we look out on Elm Street one
noon and find us picketed by the plumber's union. Only in the Bible are the sheep
separated from the goats and we all know why, don't we? Or do we? I don't.

H.L.

This is the last of a series of 500 Lapp's Corners from 1959-1973.

You may have seen a notice recently in the press concerning a proposed new Canadian
music encyclopedia. This is the brainchild of Floyd Chalmers who, after reading an
article in the Canadian Music Centre's magazine Musicanada (July-August, 1969) by
John Beckwith, deploring the inaccurate and inadequate Canadian music references in
Grove's and other international reference books, conceived the idea of a Canadian
book which would provide first-hand information on the subject to information-seekers
the world over. With the help and collaboration of a number of widely-known Canadian
musicians an organization was formed, a charter drawn up, a three-year program adopted,
and a substantial Brief sent off to The Canada Council. As a further token of
Dr. Chalmers' deep interest and commitment in this project the Chalmers Foundation
recently announced a grant of $100,000 towards the project. The editors are KennethWinters for the English edition, Gilles Potvin (editor of The Canada Music Book/lesCahiers canadiens de musique) for the French, with Helmut Kallmann as overall consult-
ing editor; chairman of the project is Michael Koerner. It is expected that the
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC INCANADA/ENCYCLOPEDIE DE MUSIQUE AU CANADA will be published by
Clarke Irwin (English) and Fides (French), with late 1975 as the target publication date.
If you've ever tried to find out who's who in music in Canada you'll know how needed
is an Encyclopedia of our own musicians!

- Keith MacMillan
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"Women as Artists" provided a fascinating evening on Wednesday, February 7th.

(B Dr. Jules Heller, Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts at York University, a faculty of 900

students and a staff of 72, illustrated his talk with slides and proved that women

artists have been badly neglected by art critics and art historians.

There is no art without life, no life without growth, no growth without change

and no change without controversy, he said. His talk would contain - 1. Speculation

and a few facts, 2. Facts and Speculations. His research showed that women by them-

selves had produced art as far back as prehistory, some of the earliest being rock

wall painting. There is always the question he admitted, was it a man or was it a

woman, but it is insufficient research that has failed to discover women's creations.

He had personally been alerted and converted to his belief in the creative power

and ability of women by his ten year old daughter. She came into his studio when he
i  

was trying to solve an artistic problem. Totally ignoring him she took a soapstone

that was being used as a door-stop and without a word to her increasingly frustrated

father solved the technically difficult problem of producing ten excellent lithographic

prints. His frustration exploded into the belief that women do have real creative

ability. His subsequent research proved his belief.

After a hearty vote of thanks by John McLean, Dean Heller graciously consented

to display something of his jazz prowess. Elmer Phillips who had introduced him as a

dedicated fishing buff who roamed afield to the Arctic and to Greenland, joined him at

the piano and an impromptu sing along brought the evening to a happy ending.

C.A.C.

OBITUARY

H. Gordon Langlois 1884-1973

On January 10, 1973, H. Gordon Langlois died. He was a Life Member of the Club and,

until quite recently, used to come to the Club for lunch regularly. His modesty and

quiet conversation hid his brilliant musical career. He received his BA from Toronto

in 1908, his MusBac in 1916 from the same University. His first professional appoint-

ment as organist was with All Souls Anglican Church followed by similar positions with

Grace Church-on-the-Hill and for 14 years with St. Martin in the Fields. For a time

he was organist in Holy Blossom Synagogue.

He acted for 25 years as Secretary-Treasurer of the Royal Canadian College of Organists.

On retirement he was made an Honorary Fellow of the RCCO and was made a Life Member.

He was a composer of anthemns, and music for the organ and violin. One of his anthemns

was sung by the Bishop Strachan Choir when they appeared in Westminster Abbey in 1959.

We honour his memory.
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THE LIBRARY

There is a young man around town who has a passion for collecting old photographs;

mention has been made before in this column of Mike Filey's two earlier nostalgic

publications. His latest book is Toronto, Reflections Of The Past. It is a

fascinating book which, incidently contains a photograph of the Court Street entrance

to the Club's former quarters (p.87). The Artist As A Young Man is more than an

exhibition catalogue, for it contains the life story of Peter Rindisbacher a little-

known but important artist who painted the Canadian and American West before his

premature death at 28 in the year 1834.

On the New Additions shelf there have been for the past month - almost as though

planned as advance publicity for the current Thoreau MacDonald show - two booklets

containing illustrations by Thoreau. One is Old Time Thornhill, written by

Doris Fitzgerald and liberally supplied with reproductions of old photographs;

the other is Thoreau MacDonald by Club member L. Bruce Pierce. This was published

by Norflex Ltd. in 1971 and contains many examples of Thoreau's book, magazine

and calendar illustrations, title pages, book covers, dust jackets, colophons,

marks and wash drawings.

Recent items of Canadian interest include the 15th Annual Report Of The Canada Council;

the scope of the Council's work has grown to the point where it now requires 154 pages

to present the details of its Report. The Council has also published a recent booklet

(dated July 1972) under the title Aid To Artists. This gives detailed information

about the various grants available to artists from the Council.

X X X X X X X

Graham Matthews has given a copy of the just-published catalogue of The McMichael

Conservation Collection Of Art. This catalogue contains new sections covering items

of Eskimo and Indian art which have recently been acquired.

H.B.



March 1973

MONTHLY DINNER - MARCH 30

Two Monthly dinners in one month seems rather impossible but they were due to the
longest month in the year, at least to us. President Christie opened proceedings

by welcoming past presidents John Yocom and Jim Wardropper, also guests of members.

Our Chaplain, John Wevers said the Grace in 17th. century Dutch thus proving (we hope)
that the Deity is multilingual.

The entertainment consisted of a demonstration of Black Light (ultra violet) in

dramatic sequences. The originator of this unusual presentation was Mike Kravjansky

who pioneered the effects at Expo '67. He has passed on his craft to Humber College

students where he teaches. The vehicle for the show was Joey the Clown, mostly
slapstick comedy, with the very clever use of illusions. The seven young performers

were competent and exhuberent. Members were at first somewhat mystified by what they
saw but soon warmed up to the technical dexterity that was displayed. We congratulate
Norman McMurrich for introducing us to this new art form.

MONTHLY DINNER - MARCH 2

A CLUB NOT MADE WITH HANDS

The preliminary steps towards a new home for the Arts and Letters Club should be
taken now. We should consider the Club's requirements and design to fulfill them.
The essence of spirit emanated from the persons in it. It came more from the person-

alities than properties. If we would preserve the Arts and Letters Club which was
not made with hands we must know that if we let it go, we shall not easily remake it
with a building and its equipment, and that underneath such things we may readily bury
our souls. (Eden Smith in the Lamps of December 1919).

Faced again with the same challenge, Norman McMurrich, Hunter Bishop and helping

hands alerted the Club to evaluate and make the right decisions with a well researched
series of suggestions graphically illustrated with charts at the February monthly

meeting. The lively discussion that followed in which so many members contributed

their various viewpoints proved that we are all intensely interested in revitalising
the Club. Jay Manning's question as to whether the inclusion of woman artists as

members was related to the suggestion that we provide bedrooms brought the discussion

i to earth after a fruitful discussion.

C .A.C.
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LADIES' NIGHT - MARCH 16

Alan and Ruth Collier took us on their last summer's Arctic adventure on the French
manned Coast Guard Ice Breaker d'Iberville with a beautifully edited selection of the
sixteen hundred slides and photographs with which they both recorded the trip. Alan's
witty and pungent commentary brought the slides to life.

"Chuck" Matthews reminded us that Alan has now entered the charmed circle of Arctic
painters so brilliantly pioneered by Lawren Harris and A.Y. Jackson. He has added a
further dimension to their work by the use of the d'Iberville's helicopter as an air-
borne studio, sketches made through his cabin porthole and on the ice itself.

When Alan, the third officer and the radio operator were landed on the ice he
sketched furiously. Before leaving the ship he had incautiously told the captain
that he could crawl on his hands and knees as fast as the captain could push the
d'Iberville through the surrounding ice field. Looking up from his sketching he
saw the vessel disappearing rapidly through a suddenly opened channel. Grabbing his
sketches he set off madly in pursuit until only a wisp of smoke was visible. Ruth
watching on deck had the added worry that polar bears were in the vicinity. The
helicopter picked the three men up, much, much later.

C .A.C.

The following precis of the McMurrich Report was presented to Members for their study:

1. Adopt the necessary constitutional changes to describe the club's primary
purpose as concern for and interest in the welfare of the Arts and Letters
in the Metropolitan Toronto Community.

2. Revise the membership policy to lower the average age.

3. Study admission to the club of women in the Arts and Letters and report to
the 1973 Annual Meeting.

4. Increase activities which will benefit teachers and students in the Arts and
Letters in Metro Toronto.

5. Devise a program policy which will attempt to maintain a balance of participation
in the various disciplines of the Arts and Letters.

6. Study and reorganize the activities of the club on the basis of diversification
of interests with gatherings of 30 to 50 persons.

7. Pursue a Functional Program for Immediate Accommodational Needs based on owner-

ship of premises.

8. Purchase 14 Elm Street as an investment and possible site for permanent premises.

9. Adopt a planning policy of maximum shared facilities as a means of increasing
space utilization for Community benefit* and for financial assistance to the club.

*i.e. for deserving elements of the Arts & Letters community and perhaps the community
at large on occasions.

10. Include in the Functional Program for Immediate Needs the following:

- parking for 100 cars at the lowest cost.

- appropriately sized food service facilities.

- visual and acoustic protection main auditorium/kitchen/main entrance route.

- a theatre planned for maximum utilization by various groups.

- 2-



* - an appropriately sized and located area for library and archives.

- coat and washroom facilities at the entrance level.

and consider:

- overnight bed accommodation (studio couches).

- multi-purpose studio space.

- a garden or conservatory.

The Luncheon speaker on March 13 was George Ignatieff Provost of Trinity College and

former Canadian Ambassador to the United Nations and to the Disarmament Committee at

Geneva. He was introduced to an unusually large number of members by Charles Carter.

Mr. Ignatieff spoke on the main problem, achievements and prospects in the field of

Disarmament. To quote:

The greatest single risk of escalation ( of atomic war ) undoubtedly could

arise from the nuclear arms race between Canada's two neighbours - the

USA and the USSR. Although diplomatic activity on both sides in the past

year has undoubtedly reduced the risk of confrontation, the arms race in

nuclear weapons goes on. The arms race creates a serious problem in the

diversion of resources which could be used for peaceful purposes.........

What has so far been achieved in the field of disarmament negotiations in

Geneva? We have had one disarmament treaty and six arms control treaties,

which set, at least, a pattern of some international restraint on the

9 exercise of national sovereignty in matters of military power on a basis

of reciprocity and in the common interests of safety and survival........

Prospects: The most hopeful direction so far devised is to increase the

number of signatories and field of application of existing restraints

particularly the banning of all nuclear tests which represent the outward

and visible sign that the arms race in nuclear weapons goes on unabated.

The other measure of importance which would add to the restraints on

the possible use of weapons of mass destruction would be the unrestricted

implementation of the Geneva Protocol of 1925 relating to chemical weapons.

The development of restraints through international treaties is the most

hopeful sign in the world today of any movement towards international

restraint of power which is what diplomacy is supposed to be about, not

only of the arms race, but in the direction of the rule of law in inter-

national relations.

Judge Little thanked the speaker on behalf of the appreciative audience.

ARS LONGA

This month George Foord is again filling in for John Morrow - this should

speed John's convalescence, which we hope is being enjoyed with his customary

optimism ....... here is George:-

On the eve of my retirement from the Ontario College of Art, I find it hard to resist

the chance to sound off in print, so here goes. I have enjoyed the Monthly Letter for

many years, and it has become quite a ritual to settle down and read it either before

* dinner or later on (drink in hand).

I remember Charles Comfort paying a warm tribute to the Editor, on an occasion when

Charles was up from Ottawa to speak to us of other matters. A typical example of the

thoughtfulness of this fine artist. I am rambling on somewhat in the manner of

_ _ __

I
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Horace Lapp. though I can't hope to compete in the field of Art, with Horace's
erudition and irreverence in the world of Music.

There have been many changes in methods in the teaching of Art during the period
between Fred Haines and the present head of O.C.A., Clifford C. Pitt. Change is
inevitable, and reflect the Societies of which educational institutions are a part.
We are seeing a resurgence of the obsolete idea of the conflict between so-called
"fine art" and applied art. There is still a prevailing notion that the only art is
easel-painting. It seems to me that art is conceived on many levels, depending on
the purposes of the work. Each has its possibilities, and limitations. In our
complex society there are fields where intensive sequential learning is necessary in
order to operate within a given field.

Though students can 'drop in' to a drawing class if and when they please (and have
something to show for it), one cannot learn about film-making, animation for T.V. and
other areas on this casual basis. Even so, drawing classes, Art History etc., are a
valuable and necessary preliminary to development in more contemporary fields.

There have been, and are, some excellent sources for getting a wider understanding
of Art's Education. Herbert Read's "The Meaning of Art" and his other works give us
a wonderful feeling of the continuity of Art, in the great humanist tradition.

Closer to the present, there is a fascinating series titled VALUE & VISION edited by
GYORGY KEPES published by George Braziller, New York. These have come out at intervals
over the past few years, and are in the form of essays and statements of philosophy
(with examples) from artists and designers in many fields.

Here is an excerpt from "Education of Vision."

Mirko Basaldella who designed the bronze gate for The Cave Ardeatine along the Appian
Way outside Rome, (a distinguished War Memorial) says, in a piece entitled "Visual
Considerations".

"Receiving the full value of the media of communication, however, requires a
certain leisure and discrimination. Today the means we have at our disposal
for gathering knowledge, and the ease of global communications create an
inflation of news and an inability to gauge its relative importance. We
assimilate all chaotically, indiscriminately, and end with a confused and
approximate forma mentis. Everything is brought to the same level. The same
value is given to the most commonplace event as to the most inspired intuition
or discovery. In this superficial and intellectualistic culture, general
information is fashioned after convential and conformist ideas; knowledge is
disenchanted, without participation. Better then, the true ignorance of the
pure of heart' Contact with the universe all around creates in them wonder and
fear, exaltation and depression, but always by direct contact, without the
interference of a false culture. They are cheered by the appearance of the
morning sun and moved by the sight of a flower in the meadow, while the dis-
enchanted well-informed man knows everything, and for him everything which is
known is discountable.

He already knows that the sun rises every day and that flowers grow in meadows.
The "well-informed" of to-day has lost the magic sense of life. He is incapable

of that love through which man forgets himself in total participation in an
existence beyond the human dimension, beyond time and space, in cosmic communion".

Makes a fellow think doesn't it?

The future of education in all fields seems clouded and uncertain. The Community
Colleges, with emphasis on the practical and the well-entrenched University Art
courses, with emphasis on the historic and theoretical, may end up taking in each
others washing.

- 4-
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WI Naturally, I am perplexed about the future of The Ontario College of Art. In the past
the ambiguous nature of the institution, the mix of humanism, theory, and pragmatism

was largely responsible for much distinction as the College enjoyed to about 1969--70.

As I depart, it has my best wishes for the years ahead.

It was a pleasure to lunch at The Club during the Thoreau MacDonald Show. These draw-
ings and paintings have given joy to countless people over a long span of time. We

live in a time where art is equated with square footage, the idioms of technology and

literary ideas. Among other virtues, MacDonald's small black and whites have the feel-
ing of space, composition and a monumental quality which seems impervious to the

ravages of time.

The drawings for the Calendar, "Year on the Farm" and the beautiful hand-lettering

(appartently done in 1934 and used in 1949) are superb.

The apparent simplicity of his work is disarming - the intimate relationship of the
artist with the natural sources of his visual nourishment, is not merely nostalgic

but timely....we feel it.

It was interesting to see the copy of the cover of 'PRINT' Vol. 5. 1947, which

MacDonald did. This magazine contains an account of "Rudolf Koch and the Offenbach

Workshop" It was not too common in those days to see a Canadian's work in such
immortal company.

I was delighted to be asked to do this little piece for John, and in seeking reasons
for my own admiration for T.M.'s work. I suppose his economy of means has something

* to do with it....to say so much with so little.

I am sure that all the members who saw the show, will join me in thanking Chuck Matthews

and Bruce Pierce, who loaned it to us.

In the rigorous medium of black and white it was a landmark.

P.S. As you can tell I am not emulating critics

They never use what the psychologists call

"value judgements."

G.F.

THE ARCHIVES

The Thoreau MacDonald exhibition opened on February 19th. With only a two-day advance

notice, the archivist had to scramble to collect suitable material for use in the

display cases. Fortunately, Mrs. John Edison and Chuck Matthews lent material to

augment the MacDonald items chosen from our library. Chuck lent a number of booklets,

some of them the private press items from the Woodchuck Press that was started by T.M.

in 1932. The material lent by Mrs. Edison filled one case and was of particular

interest because it all reflected the American viewpoint of this Canadian artist.

(It is perhaps not widely known that MacDonald designed the coat of arms of Dartmouth

College, and submitted a design for the Great Seal of the United States). The scope

of his work will be better known when Mrs. Edison's book is issued by the U. of T.

Press later this spring. Its title: Thoreau MacDonald, A Catalogue Of Design &

Illustration.

*On the occasion of the second monthly dinner held in March (hmm) the display cases were
used to introduce an exhibit labelled Music In The Club - To 1940. Items ranging in time
over a thirty year period have been chosen from the files to reflect the vitality of
this phase of Club life in those happy, simple, pre-union times. It is hoped that many

members will take the time to examine this exhibit, for it is historically of much interest.

H.B.



LAPP'S CORNER

Nellie Melba did it four times, Jennie Lind did it eight times, Adelina Patti did it

twenty times, Richard Tucker is still doing it at the Met but, Lapp's Corner at the

request of his favourite editor, John Galilee is doing just one farewell appearance.

I'm a bit jealous. Melba had an elegant dessert named after her.

Jenny Lind's chocolates are still famous though she never tasted any, everybody has

tasted Tornedo Rossini, but Lapp never got to first base with even such a lowly morsel,

as a meat ball. Maybe one day, however, the whole world will hear of Lapp's special

Sole Bonne Femme filched from the recipe book of Royal York's $25,000 a year chef,

whose name I withhold to protect the innocent, if there are any in our present

skulduggerous society.

I have a lame back and you'll never guess why, so I'll tell you. One month ago I

played three fashion shows on the organ at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre. I came back

to play the fourth at 7:15. I walked out on the stage, sat down on the bench, played

four chords and before you could say John Sebastian, the said bench disintegrated into

matchwood. There being nothing to support me, I sat down again this time with quite a

thump on those two bones which in my pasterior are sparsely covered with meat and muscle.

Fifteen hundred startled people gasped and looked very concerned until I jumped up, ran

to the microphone and said, "Now, what would you like me to do for an encore?" If my

X-ray pictures come out good, I'll have one tacked on the notice board. And that was

the reason I missed The Chamber Players Concert at the Edward Johnson Concert Hall on

April 7th. Several people I know were there and were delighted with the performance.

They were naturally thrilled with the Samuel Barber "Adagio".

My, how that Keith Bissell gets around. He's always being commissioned to do something

and he always does it, whether it be a Sonato, Motet, or a long bit for Chorus and I
Orchestra. The other night when John Hodgins gave a concert featuring his Choir of

femmes fatale, and, believe me they were, every last one of them, and with her legs

she may have been last, but she sure wasn't the least. What was I saying? Oh yes,

those legs sidetracked me for a moment, and believe me, - well anyway there was

Keith commissioned up to the eyebrows taking a bow for an excellent piece of choral

writing. Well, it wasn't exactly all choral. A chap with a red beard and black hair

and a hippie hat played quite a few notes on a baby Marimba. Two others played side

drum and cymbal respectively and respectably. I have heard many of Keith's pieces

lately and I have enjoyed them immensely, even to the extent of recommending them for

a permanent seat on any catalogue of any music company.

John Hodgins choir sang, a programme which was even better on account of John's wise

arrangement and placement of the many beautifully sung compositions.

Dr. Dick Johnston just phoned to say he would be flying from Ottawa (no, not on his

broom, silly) and would meet me at the Airport where we may have dinner and he will

pay for it, I hope. If he doesn't I'll protest that beautiful new work of his when

the T S 0 plays it at Massey Hall.

The new United Church Hymnbook still raises my hackles or whatever it is you raise

when you're mad. The tune for "0, Jesus, I have promised", shouldn't happen to an

inebricated Mynah bird. I challenge the composer to whistle it upside down on right-

side up in any bathtub or washroom.

Murray and Fran Adaskin have moved to Victoria where I hope to pop in on them one day

this summer.

- 6-
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*When I was eighteen, the first symphoney orchestra I ever heard, was the Philadelphia

Symphony with the world's greatest conductor, Leopold Stokawski. Years later on, when

I had a very small piano part to play in something he was conducting he looked across

at me, I was hypnotized and from then on he was playing the piano with me as his agent.

Now my idol has retired from America and at 90 will make a new life for himself in

England. Healey and S T 0 as the McKelcans called him, were the same age and both

played organs in different London Churches, two great Artists I shall never forget.

Canada's finest bass, (and if you don't know who I mean, I will not even say Harry Maude,)

is looking like a new man after that operation on his hip which caused those comic

remarks by Charlie Peaker.

Everything is sort of quieting down now in the entertainment field. I'm supposed to go

to Ottawa this summer for a month of Doug Fairbanks movies, and three weeks in September

of the same at Stratford.

I wonder if that barefooted little boy is still there, the one I told not to tease the

swans. Maybe after one took a piece out of his toe he will be more careful and wiser

this year.

This summer I am going to try to finish up my book, that is, if I get a grant from the

Canada Council, which I guess is unlikely, as I don't think they are terribly fond of me.

Of course, if I get hard up, I could try blackmailing those of my friends whom I have

caught kissing Maids and things in the pantry, but that would be a last.resort.

A better idea, might be to see if I can catch Phil Clark, or Bob Christie, or Fred Shaw

sneaking into "Le Strip" on Yonge Street. That ought to net me a few grand for my

literary masterpiece.

*Dick Johnston did not pay for my dinner at the Airport. Always too quick on the draw,

I outsnatched him.

Have a nice summer everybody.

H.L.

We were so glad to see John Irwin the other day back from a holiday in the sun and

warmth in the Southern United States and Mexico. He told us that he had met four other

A & L Members in Mexico: Bernard Radley, York Wilson, Ian Cameron and Harold Dyment.

They were all enjoying Mexican hospitality while we were entertaining the President of

Mexico '

Ian Cameron is now home following an operation for an ailment brought about by his

holiday - perhaps a too enthusiastic participation in Mexican sports. We look forward

to his reappearance in the Club soon.
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OBITUARY

Albert E. Watson

Died March 1973

Albert Watson who joined the Club in 1919 was a Life Member of the Club. He received
that honour in 1958 when all surviving members who had moved up from Court Street in
1920 were so honoured. He was an Architect with Allward & Guinlock for many years and
assisted, among many other projects, in the design of Sunnybrook Hospital. He was a
modest man thoroughly enjoying his retirement by lunching at the Club when he was able.

THE LIBRARY

In the Monthly Letter of February, 1972, members were introduced to Vol. 1 of a very
useful reference work entitled Creative Canada. This "bibliographical dictionary of
twentieth-century creative and performing artists" is being compiled by the staff of
the McPherson Library of the University of Victoria as an on-going project with the
goal of producing a multi-volume series with periodic updating of entries. Volume 2
is currently on the New Additions shelf. The one trick to remember is that the latest
volume should be consulted first, as it will contain a cumulative index showing the
volume number for all entries in the series.

Forum is an indispensable source for anyone interested in Canadian life and letters
since 1920. It contains selections from the periodical The Canadian Forum which were
printed during the 50-year period ending in 1970. The Forum has had a proud record of
publishing material of quality, and it must have been no easy task for the editors to
select the 350 items that are in this collection. The magazine was the offspring of
The Rebel, and its pages were open to anyone who could express himself with "conciseness,
point, and good-nature". The literary editor in 1920 was one of the Club's current
honorary members, Barker Fairley.

Three small books that will be of interest to the browser among items of Canadiana are
now listed. Read Canadian is a helpful guide to books that have been written about
this country; there are 29 chapters, each written by a knowledgeable contributor who
appends a list of the most interesting books in his field. Exploring Toronto is a
charming book which has been published by the Toronto Chapter of Architects. It
offers to take one on 12 walks through the City in company with some of its leading
architects. The forword is by another honorary member of the Club, Eric Arthur.
Fort York is an historical sketch that was issued in 1936; it contains a detailed
account of the fort and a number of illustrations and maps.

XXXXXXXXXXXXX

Chuck Matthews has given a copy of the catalogue that has been issued for the travell-
ing exhibition made up from the Eskimo Art Collection of the Toronto Dominion Bank.
David Fry has also given an example of corporate interest in art - the Annual Report
of Canada Trust, which contains a number of reproductions of Canadian paintings.
Bill Duthie has given a copy of The Wandering Jew, a play first produced by Matheson Lang
in Manchester in 1920; a signed photograph of Lang accompanies the book. Bill Shelden
has given nine catalogues of Canadian art exhibitions. Irma Coucill has very kindly

given, and inscribed, a bound copy of her drawings entitled The Founders & The Guardians.
This is the collection of portraits she prepared for the Centennial Commission; it in-
cludes all the Fathers of Confederation, the Governors General, and Prime Ministers up
to 1967.

H.B.



May 1973

Dick Blue has entered the ranks of Club septuagenarians, but don't let that long word fool
you. Dick is ever young and can beat even the forties with his exuberance.

John Irwin returned recently from a beat-the-winter jaunt to Mexico and the Southern States.
While in Kentucky he picked up a rare honour - he is now a fully fledged Kentucky Colonel
with a most impressive certificate of appointment. We salute Colonel John Irwin.

During John Morrow's indisposition in early Spring, George Foord kindly filled in as Art
contributor to the Monthly Letter. We, and all our readers, take this opportunity to thank
George for his efforts.

• A small committee has been formed to discuss and study the whole concept of the Monthly
Letter. Is it too long? Is its format too stereotyped? Does it fill any need? In other
words, does it suit the '70s? Our readers will be kept advised.

Bruce Legge, E.D., C.D. is transferring to the supplementary reserve having served as
Commander of Central Militia Area as Brigadier-General since 1970.

Ladies Night - April 18

It was old home week for those who ever worked at Simpsons when Jack Prior gave us a behind-
the-scenes view of that great commercial enterprise. Jack, who was celebrating his retirement
after 49 years service as senior in-store designer, was able to let us in on a few of the big
store secrets. He first showed a number of slides illustrating how the Christmas windows are
constructed and how the mechanical dolls are made to delight the children. He showed various
store designs which highlight special sales events. We also saw a few pictures of the horse
drawn wagons and the earliest delivery vans.

Jack then "interviewed" some of his associates. The first was Jack Dilworth, a creator of
floral effects. There was a very large urn filled with most life-like flowers. Next time
you are in Simpsons see how these are used. Walter Coucill was next. Few of us had known
that Walter got his start at Simpsons, in fact, Walter declared that many world famous artists
started at window dressing. Next was George Anderson, the present fashion show designer.
He revealed that styles can be made popular by being featured in fashion shows. The smiling
models have to change dresses at least ten times during one show. It's a wonder they are able
to smile at the end.

S Jack, who is a well-known conjuror, entertained us with a generous display of his talents.
Finally he introduced us to a popular up-coming singer, James Robeson who belted out a series
of modern songs accompanied by Dave Walden who was not far behind him in forte.

In keeping with the Easter season, Leon Katz kindly provided samples of perfume which were
distributed by Easter Bunny Devon, daughter of Wilf White.
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ARS LONGA

Your amanuensis is grateful to George Foord for his professional erudition represented

so brilliantly in columns written in the past two issues of this memorable publication.

Also your amanuensis records with sincere gratitude his appreciation of the luncheon

menu card autographed by members of the Club and personally delivered by the lovable
Frank Denton - "not The Judge Denton 1"

The Coronary Unit of The Toronto General must be the Savoy of hospital accommodation:

broadloom to the wall, sliding glass doors, drapes, (a foot short), and a framed print of
a background walled townscape from a Fra Angelico painting. Sheer delight to
contemplate the erratic perspective of that scene while listening, on a small transistor,
to Horace the Lapp reminiscing about Sheas and the golden age of Vaudevillel

Note to the Electric Gallery: At your next one-man show opening, wire up your artist to
a heart monitor and he can create unique electronic patterns as he greets guests. It's
amazing what abstract expressionism can be created if you press your shoulder needles
into the pillow - brings the nurses on the double thoughl

Now to the more serious duty at hand - this column is so far behind with the news that we
are terrified we'll miss some exhibitions through sheer faulty memory.

First the exhibitions at the Club:

Gordon Peters, a professional member who has contributed so much to the Club,
exhibited watercolors of great technical brilliance in the Great Hall and in the Lounge.
Many members and their guests viewed these paintings with great pleasure and on
opening night many pictures started their journey into private collections. Gordon is one
of the very few Canadians who is a member of AWS and he is a realist in the refreshing
sense of the word.

Our gratitude to Chuck Matthews for suggesting and contributing of his treasures to a
Thoreau MacDonald one-man show. Bruce Pierce also shared his collection with members
on this occasion and Leon Katz sent a couple of his. Thoreau MacDonald had previously,
as far as we know, never been recognized with a significant one-man exhibition. This
showing was a milestone in the annals of the Club and was supplemented by an archival
display of historic interest arranged by Hunter Bishop. The A & L is fortunate to have
patrons of the arts of such stature that a unique exhibition can be arranged through Club
members alone. Bravo. The works adorned the Great Hall and then la creme de la
creme continued in the Lounge for more than a month while lending atmosphere to the
Spring Show.

Frank Halliday, a dear and gentle senior member of A & L had his first major one-man
show at the Club, thanks to the good offices of Leon Katz. The opening night resulted in
almost a complete sell-out; delayed solo recognition for an artist who has exhibited with
professional groups such as the O.S.A. over many years. We first met the artist in the
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%rearly 1930's when our late Pere drove the Hallidays home from Niagara on the Lake after

preaching a centennial anniversary service there. The next time we saw him was at a

Club auction about five years ago.

Some of Canada's leading artistsactive in the editorial and advertising fields were guests

of the Club at a luncheon to recognize their participation in an exhibition of outstanding

examples of the arts. Some people bewail the passing of the "golden age of illustration",

but in fact illustration is more creative than in the days of the Satevepost and the so-called

famous artists. The dividing line between fine and "practical" art is blurred now with

former "commercial" artists and photo-retouchers, now leaders in the fine art field and

fine artists lending their talents to publicity and public relations. Represented in this

showing were Gerry Sevier, immediate past-President of the O. S. A. and his Hothouse

Studio; TDF Artists Ltd., McLean Phair & Associates Ltd. and Jack Parker and the

artists he directs at Eaton's. An excellent performance by major talent'

As the A & L moves into even greater involvement in the contemporary arts scene, new

talent is an important part of the picture. Students of the Ontario College of Art presented

an exhibition of their works that drew a goodly audience on the opening night. Thanks to

the work of Franklin (Archie) Arbuckle, distinguished Club member and Vice-President of

the O.C.A., this show was another important stage in the historic tradition linking the

O. C.A. and the A & L. Many bright young artists were represented and while eclecticism

..was evident, it was blended with youthful enthusiasm to create a vibrant, happy show.

rFhere were so many youthful artists we regret we do not have space to list them here,

but we thank Wayne Cowell for not only helping to put up the exhibition but for coming as

the sole representative of the College to help dismantle it at the close. His striking

painting of divers in the Lounge was the largest ever exhibited at the Club and came

directly from the walls of The Art Gallery of Ontario.

Let's go back to the beginning of 1973 and pick up a number of exhibitions by members

that we have missed recording.

Adrian Dingle showed paintings with the gracious charm of "old Ireland" and his works

were beautifully received at a one-man exhibition at Roberts Gallery. He captures

atmosphere with the difficult-to-blend medium of acrylics.

Alan Collier manages to be both prolific and artistic, an amalgam rare in the history of

art. His one man show was almost a complete sell-out on opening night. The artist was

sailing through the Northwest Passage in August and a few short months later covered the

walls of the Roberts Gallery with dramatic paintings and drawings of icebergs and Arctic

scenes that showed a variety and vigour without being repetitive. A tour de force of the

breadth of a Lawren Harris or a Rockwell Kent.

William McElcheran, a sculptor with the dedication of a medieval monk and the knowledge

of a Renaissance master is another Club member who exhibited this year. In April the

Sttache case crowd swarmed all over Roberts Gallery in the form of delightful bronzes

fhat combined the best of Daumier's satire with the artistry of the best of contemporary

sculptors. The statements were not overdone. Far from it. Rather they were a
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sympathetic interpretation of those leming-like hordes of men who converge in their W

special business hives in cities all over the world. Now there are many of them who

help keep the country going so that you artists can have patrons and partake of the

improved gross annual product. But there are others who are so serious about the

whole production that one would think they were out to keep a Napoleon at bay.

Many interesting and worthwhile exhibitions were held this Spring. At the Merton

Gallery, Osvald Timmas, another rare member of A. W.S. held an exhibition of his

technically intricate and creative watercolours. Now, at the same Gallery, Gerry

Sevier is showing "Games Children Played" that received rave reviews and advance

national publicity on the double spread of a gravure supplement. (Doesn't it amaze

you to contemplate the productivity of really busy artists? The more active they are,

the more versatile they seem to be') .

And on this Puritanical, work-ethic note we close these ramblings.

P. S. Larry Middlestadt, who had his first one-man show at A & L Club about four

years ago, is now represented in two fine art galleries.

Coming up an exhibition in the Club by Jurgen Lutz, a highly creative artist

who was the subject of a major article in "Arts Canada".
J.M.

THE ANNUAL SPRING SHOW

SPRING REVIEW

SPRING REVUE

The Annual Spring Show was produced by Peter Teeson and directed by Pat Hume with a cast of

nearly a hundred. The novelty of having such a theme as ONTARIO gave plenty of scope to the

many writers who put the Show together. The contributing artists and musicians had every

opportunity to enhance the wit that flowed freely. It is impossible in this small space to

mention the players but undoubtedly the Show benefitted greatly by Sid Johnson's incomparable

monologues.

The scenery, especially designed to make changes almost instantaneous, was skilfully manipu-

lated by Roly Pincoe and his well-trained staff, John McLean let us have a description of

how the setting for Ontario Place was constructed.

The Ontario Place background was sketched by Charles Hilder in pencil; he then photographed

it and made a 2x2" black-and-white slide which was projected on to the back wall. (The

projector had to be placed by the gong in the hall in order to cover the whole area.)

Hilder, Rice and McLean chalked in the projected design and then began the chore of painting

it to produce the final result.

The frightful pollution slides for "I Can't Stand It" came from the files of the Ontario

Department of the Environment whose minister, James Auld, attended the show on Friday.

Additional slides were dug up from other sources and one or two were especially shot for t

sequence. The script was "lifted" from appropriate Ontario Tourism folders by John McLean

and narrated by David Fry.

The slides of Elm Street and The Strip were especially taken to match Keith Bissell's music.
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Pat Hume contributed greatly not only by his direction but he also wrote many of the episodes

*nd sang too. We were glad to have the assistance of Terry Tweed and Morna Wales, also the

charming new-comer Rose Mary Sowby. Jack Yocom and Wilf White performed nobly at the piano,

while John Couzens, as choral Director, conducted with vigour and authority. Virginia North

gathered a bevy of waitresses from assorted members' wives and daughters. Acknowledgements

to writers, musicians and artists were noted on the programme, but total involvement of a

large number of members made the Show a great success. During the week, the Hon. Bert Lawrence

and the Hon. James Auld enjoyed the Ontario spoof.

Note to next year's Show----please spell it REVUE.

The evening of May 9th will long be remembered by the large gathering present as one

of the most amusing of the year. Entering in full regalia - gown, ruffled shirt, cocked hat

and upright sword - Phillip Ambrose, the Sheriff of York kept us in gales of laughter while

instructing us in the value and antiquity of his office. He was accompanied by Judge

Janet Boland whom he deposed would answer questions he was unable to answer, but she was left

completely speechless by Phil's surprising replies.

The Sheriff was an ancient and honourable officer, second only to the Earl, the King's

right hand man. The Sheriff commanded the country when the Earl led the King's forces to war,

and in the early days equipped and commanded a force made up of all the free men between the

ages of fifteen and fifty. This was transferred to the Lord Lieutenant with the Sheriff

retaining the right to call up a posse of the military. He was the first gentleman of the

shire and was obliged to keep a free table and dispense promiscious hospitality. The relief

when he was freed from the considerable expense including paying the Judge's expenses can

well be understood.

* Phil told of the execution of a beautiful girl he had been officially forced to

attend. Attired only in a long black robe, she made her way to the scaffold. Have you any

last request the Sheriff asked? Only, she replied demurely, that I be hung in the nude.

It seemed a reasonable request and he assented. She dropped her robe to the consternation

of the poor little hangman. What a beautiful body and what I wouldn't give to possess it,

he murmured. You may have it if you keep your trap shut, she replied sweetly.

The connection between Phil's story and John McLean's introduction when he mentioned

"pulling the ropes" at the Spring Revue hasn't been satisfactorily explained.
C.A.C.

Paul Bennett, Executive Director of the Canadian Guild of Crafts (Ontario) spoke to

one of our largest luncheon groups during the season. He outlined the purposes and organ-

ization of the Guild and the giant step forward it had taken. His Canada Council Fellowship

which took him to Europe and more particularly the British Isles had enabled him to visit

some 260 galleries and museums and examine their extension services and training of gallery

and museum personnel. He hoped that the degree of Master Craftsman would be created in

order to bring the Crafts to the level of the Ontario Society of Artists.

He alerted us to the exciting coup he had made by securing the first International

Craft Exhibition to be held at the Ontario Science Centre, Toronto, between mid-June and

September 1974. Entries will be selected from colour slides submitted. From these about

500 to 1,000 objects will be shipped to the Science Centre where they will be judged and

the winners selected, catalogued and exhibited. The 72 member countries membership

guarantees a world wide exhibition which will draw crowds from near and far.

C.A.C.
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LAPP'S CORNER

I wish Sir Ernest had heard The Chamber Players play those two French Canadian Folk Songs B

of his. The second one especially was a sparkling gem.

The whole programme was brilliantly sparkling and one of their best.

He would have enjoyed Nicholas Goldschmidt's Guelph Musical Festival this year. With

the Ontario Hydro's Ogoki River Diversion water swirling around my back and front doors I

had to stay home all the time and see that Lake Ontario didn't float my house over to

Niagara-on-the-Lake. This time of year I prefer to go by motor. That is why I could not

get to Guelph but my spies report the ever growing success of Nicky's popular dream coming

true. "The Consul", Menotti's early opera and one of his best, was given a superb presenta-

tion. A new work by Charles Wilson called "Image out of Straphe" for chorus and orchestra

and soloists was given a well-deserved ovation.

On May 13th I was at Convocation Hall for the Memorial Service in honour of Sir Ernest.

I'm sure the very large crowd felt as I did that we were also doing honour to Lady MacMillan

who with great devotion stayed by her husband during his long illness and shared his

suffering with him. There were brilliant speakers there but the great star that afternoon

was Sir Ernest himself, who spoke to us through his music as no mere speaker could ever do.

His arrangement of Blanche Comme la Neige was as beautiful a piece of choral writing as I

have ever heard.

As a result of the last Lapp's Corner I received a most appreciative letter from

Bob Hunter who lives at West Palm Beach. He is the son of the late Carl Hunter well known

musician who was a member of the Club for many years. To my surprise he told me about my

very dear friends, the MacKelcans, none of whom, to my great sorrow are with us any more.

I'm afraid I'm getting us down with all this sadness, so from now on I will brightej

up and start by telling you about the two freak types I overheard talking on Cumberland St :

"Now Janice, I'll run over and pick up my unemployment cheque and then drop off at the

University to see what's holding up my Federal Education Grant and look into my Research

cheque. Meanwhile you go up to the Clinic and check our free Medicals, then go to the Free

Health Centre to get my new glasses. We'll meet at The Federal Building at noon for the mass

picketing of the stinking Establishment."

As the Watergate affair is now high class entertainment, with Arthur Ament's per-

mission I will join everybody else in getting into the act.

I think the U. B. P. A. (United Burglars and Porchclimbers of America), local 69

should act against those rank amateurs who bungled the job of burglarizing and bugging the

Democrats. With burglars a dime a dozen, paying half a million dollars to those non-pros

was sheer bureaucratic extravagance. And those other drips stupid enough to think they could

bug any ideas out of a Democratic Caucus should know they might better bug Bob Hope. They

should all be sent to the bug house. The head bugger should be forced to write on a black-

board two thousand times, "I am a stoopid bugger

I am a stoopid bugger

I could not bug a country washroom."

MUSICAL NOTE

With so many of our better class prisoners wall-hopping to freedom just now I

thought up a new version of The Prisoners' Song.

"I don't need the wings of an angel,

I just don't need nuthin' at all

When I want to fly out of this hellhole

One leap and I'm over the wall.

When I long for the arms of my darling

And yearn to escape and be free

If I talk real polite and smile sweetly

Praps the warden will slip me a key"
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Male chorus of prisoners, (slow and with feeling)

S"Praps the warden will slip him the key

And one for me."
H.L.

FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS SPRING

Perusal of the Minutes of the Executive Committee of 1923 reveals that during the Spring

season there was income derived from the rental of Club premises to the Chattan Club

(Literary), The Toronto Chamber Music Society, the Authors' Society, The Architects Associa-

tion, The St. George Society, and The Harvard Club. It is intriguing to note that the

Graphic Art Society, which rented the third floor from the Club, reduced their rental

arrears by means of monies they obtained from the Royal Canadian Academy.

The Entertainment Committee was busy during the month of April 1923. During that month there

was another Annual Fancy Dress Ball, an evening of Chamber Music, a monthly dinner at which

Prof. Elmo de Champ gave a talk on the art of the late Sarah Bernhardt, and a Ladies Day

programme featuring Alfred Heather, Ferdinand Fillion and Paul Wells.

J.E.H. MacDonald arranged for the Japanese artist Sekido Yoshida to give a lunch-time demon-

stration of painting on silk. There is in the first Archives Book a charming three-page

letter from this artist referring to the high honour accorded to him in his being able to

give the demonstration in such distinguished company, and ending with the request that no one

speak while he worked. H.B.

9 THE ARCHIVES

Certain segments of the archival work are of an on-going nature, and one job which has

lasted all year is the preparation of an inventory of the Club's audio-visual material.

Full praise for this work must go to Roly Pincoe, who has sorted and identified all our

slides, and who has typed all the relevant information in a series of loose-leaf books.

Related to this work is the project of editing a Kodachrome movie made of the Christmas

dinner of 1965; long evening hours have been put in on this by Sid Johnson, Al Collier,

and a very competent editor at A.D.S. named Jim Hardy.

Although an attempt has been made to record assistance received during the year in the

issues of the Letter, there have doubtless been some omissions. For instance, Charles Carter

and Worthington Jull have undertaken to mount all extra photographs in a series of loose-

leaf books which will be kept on the shelf immediately behind the stand which holds the

Archives books; these two men have also sorted and listed all catalogues of Canadian art

exhibitions which are owned by the Club. Eric Heathcote and Rob Cumine have undertaken to

prepare chronological identification for the spines of the Archives books. Ted Brock

continues to assist with the maintenance of the current book and with the disposal of old

periodicals.

Burt Richardson has obtained a copy for our Archives of a coloured print of the C.T.V's

programme on Homage to A.Y. Jackson. Two donations by Chuck Matthews include a number of

newspaper clippings regarding members, as well as a card containing a picture by, and the

signature of, the late Robert Holmes.

H.B.
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CORRESPONDENCE

Below is a letter which Herman Voaden has sent to Lister Sinclair, Vice-President of C.B.C.
9

protesting the moving of the program Opera Time from Saturday afternoon, A.M., to Thursday

evening on the F.M. schedule. He has suggested that we might wish to publish the letter so

that any members who feel strongly about the matter can support his position by writing to

the C.B.C. themselves.

Dear 'Lister:

I have learned that the C.B.C. has moved Opera Time, the summer replacement for the

Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, to Thursday evening, 6.30 - 8.00 p.m., on the F.M. network only.

For years I have been unhappy at the apparent decrease in the amount of serious music on

C.B.C. A.M. programming, and this move adds to my uneasiness and dissatisfaction. I urge you

to use your influence to restore Opera Time to its original place on the Saturday afternoon

schedule.

For forty years Saturday afternoon has been opera time--part of our lives--a significant

continuing tradition in our Canadian cultural heritage. Whether driving in a car, or at home,

we knew we could turn to C.B.C. and enjoy the best of opera.

In a time when we are repudiating change for change's sake, when we are cherishing the

good sights, objects, sounds and ways of the past, I believe it is wrong for the C.B.C. to

break this tradition.

For seven months of the year, opera will be lost in a maze of F.M. night programming--

its time slot to be changed again, doubtless, when this suits the wishes of your program

officials.

I object particularly to the serious restriction in the number of listeners which the ·

swing to F.M. has undoubtedly brought. For some years, at least, most cars and summer

cottages, and many homes, will not have F.M. radios, and the owners of their radios will be

deprived of the program. Indeed, the decision seems to have been made on a condescending

elitist basis, as if opera is not for the average listener.

And I question the philosophy of transferring quality programs to the F.M. network.

If, as an example of your new policy, this, the most popular and traditional serious music

program of the A.M. network, is to be moved to F.M., what will you leave in the way of good

music for A.M. stations? What will be left in music which is not now being provided by

private stations?

And if your A.M. programming in music is but little different from, and little better

than, what we get from private stations, how is the expenditure of tax-payers' money on this

network to be justified?

I ask you to do everything in your power to have this decision reversed and to have

Opera Time restored to its traditional place on the A.M. Saturday afternoon schedule.

I have no objection, of course, to it also being kept on the F.M. network.

Dear Willing Workers:

The Spring Show was a great success. .

I would like to thank all the many helpers who contributed to that success: The paint

and hammer crew, scene painters, paint spillers; bar tenders, bar maids, drink spillers;

ticket takers, and all the stage and lighting crew.

Thank you for your help and I hope you will be able to make an even greater contributi@

next year.
Gratefully,

Gordon Rice
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Extract from a letter to the Stage Crew from George Hulme, late of the Toronto Humane

Society and now of West Palm Beach, Florida.

Perhaps very late but nevertheless fully meaning and most appreciative.

I remember one cold wet snowy evening in December, 1972, when you chaps had me out to dinner -
and it was good tool

McCoy's dear wife opened her living room for "weepers" (and that's a Navy term not used by
Waldo in his story about the RCN gunner on O'Connor Drive returning home) and just as you
are about to begin trying to put up with the whims of the Elm Street players in their annual
pre----sent---ation I think so much of you all working so hard in trying to help the

producer/s get the show ready for the debut on April 9th next.

In looking back to the stage I always felt safe in drinking there with Sheriff Phil

around - it was most reassuring. With Jimmy, my buddy, nothing was too much except that we
always questioned the players when they requested perhaps a little too much (in such cases
they were referred to Roly Pincoe). In the two one dollar Bills (one was the real McCoy
and the other the Win-gate), they pulled strings, drank beer, obtained props., and put forth
puns that were so fast (especially McCoy - that's the real one) that so much real humour was
missed, it was unbelievable.

For Clive of India - he was so "high" on the controls, pulling and pushing keys, toning,
soning, and phoning, that he only really came down twice nightly (or perhaps thrice nightly)
once at intermission and the end and then perhaps "when he went home".

For Waldo - well he is the end of the Spaghetti Line - (as he will relate of his days in the
Ward when his Father bought a truckload of spaghetti on a rainy day and it was delivered into
their basement through a front opening, of course). Waldo phoned me from a bar in the Miami
airport and it was most refreshing excepting he was drinking and I was listening - howsoever,

*ust great hearing from him, believe me'

For John Snell - Well, producers come and go - but at least he appreciated the beer
drinkers back stage and that's more than I can say for Clive's Father sometimes, until
Roly P. spoke for Onion Rules, etc.

This, I realize is rambling, but meaningful too. Miss you guys, the fellowship, fun
and participation of the Spring Show and of all your exuberance.

OBITUARY

WILLIAM F. THOMPSON

Died April 18 1973

The Club lost another old timer when Bill Thompson died in April after a long period of ill
health patiently and courageously borne. Bill's fine tenor voice was well known in Toronto.
He had been professionally engaged in church choirs, among them Hillcrest, the Metropolitan,
St. Andrews and Glenview. Quite recently he was engaged by the Kingsway Baptist Church
and was joyful at this appointment. He had sung with the Conservatory Choir, the Song Men,
conducted by David Ouchterlony and he had also sung with Horace Lapp.

We shall remember him for his willing service with the Club Spring Shows and, of course,
with the Club Choir. He never failed to attend Christmas Dinners and Annual Meetings.
We remember him with great affection.
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ERNEST ALEXANDER CAMPBELL MACMILLAN

1893 1973

The newspaper obituaries, noting the passing of Sir Ernest MacMillan, covered adequately

the professional career and achievements of this well-known musician. We shall describe

his connection with the Club, which commenced in 1919 after serving a term in a German

prison camp at Ruhleben during the First world war. Augustus Bridle, the first Secretary

to the Club, describes him in his "The Story of the Club" as..."an obscure piano teacher on

the staff of the Canadian Academy of Music." He was President of the Club 1930/32, a Life

Member and known by recent members for his playing of five improvised interludes of the

"the First Noel" which has become a tradition at the Christmas Dinner. Bridle recalls his

remarkable talent for mimicry i.e. at the Dinner in 1944 he impersonated a gawkish, big

booted boy up for a primary piano test with Mazzoline as examiner. Ernest loved the Club

and shared his many talents with the members. He will be sadly missed.

A TRIBUTE FROM HORACE LAPP

So it happened. We really didn't believe it ever would because most of us thought he was

immortal. Talent like his was so great that nothing, just nothing could ever destroy it.

Even when he was twenty-two he would go over to the MacKelcans where he loved to be, sit

down at the piano and for hours at a stretch reel off reams and reams of Gilbert and Sullivan.

The Mikado, lolanthe, The Gondoliers; he knew them all by heart, words and music. Again on

a different evening in a different mood it would be Bach and the same story of a fantastic

memory, a sort of a leger-de-main which could produce any given fugue at any given moment

without a single note in front of him. ·

Hundreds of orchestral scores were stored away in that amazing brain. He even memorized

the call letters. In rehearsal it came to be routine to hear him stop the orchestra

and say, "Four bars before letter K the clarinet note is B flat, not natural. Now

everybody go to L". And he was never wrong.

In the earlier days which we all yearn for, shortly after he married attractive Elsie Keith,

driving along Bloor St. in their new car they hailed me and kidnapped me home for dinner.

Though I had known them before, it was during dinner and after that I realised what very

special people they were and succumbed to a very special affection for them which has never

waned.

There will never be another Sir Ernest MacMillan. Our modern environment does not foster

his kind of genius.

In World War I, when wars were respectable and respected, he was a prisoner of the Germans

and straightway produced most of the Gilbert and Sullivan repertoire with a captive cast of

fellow internees. No wonder the Germans wouldn't exchange him. He was priceless.

He was tops wherever he went, be it at the organ in Eaton Memorial; conducting The Messiah

in Des Moines; his own England in Britain; Tchaikowsky in Brussels; Stravinsky in Baltimore

or back with his own Toronto Symphony in Massey Hall.

So now after all his triumphs, successes and much glory the world over, he is gone. He was

not immortal after all.

Ernest was a giant, but even giants stumble, fall and finally do not get up again. The Arts

and Letters Club which he loved and where he was loved for so long will not see him again.

The piano which he played so often and so brilliantly has been waiting there, waiting and

waiting for him to come back. Someday someone will have to bend down and softly say that,

along with Healey, Freddie, George, Mazz and the others he is one more memory, a beloved,

thrilling, special memory, but nevertheless, ........... Well, goodbye Ernest, please don't

forget us. We will never forget you.
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Bill Little brought the excellent series of noon speakers to which he gave so much
thought, energy and hard work, to a triumphant conclusion when he introduced Lou Applebaum

*on May 15th.

Lou as Executive Director of the Arts Council of Ontario gave us the inside story of
the entry of the Provincial Governments into the art world. The arts are essential to
maintain health, sanity and the use of creative ability. They must provide that vital meeting
between the artist and the audience and must picture ourselves to ourselves and to the world.
It must provide youth with a chance to create in this sterile age of the computer. It can
never pay its way - who would be willing to pay if they could $25.00 a seat for the ballet -
but it was so necessary and had so many positive benefits both industrially and culturally,
that it must be maintained. The audience was steadily growing and a New York State survey
showed that in another five years the arts would outstrip both sports and the movies combined.

Artists and their creations are our greatest treasures and they must create something
that people need and want.

C .A.C.

The brilliant production of Mil Kravjansky and his Black Box Mixed Bag brought back
memories of the Attic Theatre Club of Hamilton and its tiny hand-made stage on the top floor
of a King Street East store. The curtains opened on "The Green Table" a Masque written and
produced by our Secretary, John Galilee, in the mid thirties. In it John prophesised the
coming of World War Two through the machinations of Basil Zaharoff and his fellow munitioneers.
The thrilling denouement came with the complete change of national world boundaries on the map
at the back of the stage. That was our first introduction to "black light".

C .A.C.

THE LIBRARY

All those interested in Canadian literature will doubtless know about Margaret Atwood's
insightful book entitled Survival. Those unfamiliar with it would be well advised to purchase
the paperback edition - for $3.25 you will be receiving one of the most informative books of
its kind in print. The sub-title is A Thematic Guide To Canadian Literature; the theme is
Canada's historic struggle to survive and how this has influenced its writers and poets.
But there is more in this book than the author's impassioned and witty thesis, for each of
the 12 chapters ends with a short list of related books available in paperback, and a longer
list for those who wish to pursue the chapter themes in more detail. In addition, the book
ends with a comprehensive and very useful Resources section, which contains information about
how to acquire information; e.g. what's available not only in published form but in other
areas such as films, records and live speakers.

Dramatists In Canada is a collection of 20 selected essays edited by W.H. New and issued as
item No. 4 in the Canadian Literature Series published by the University of British Columbia
Press. The book is divided into three sections: 1) The Voice Of Tradition; 2) The Voice Of
The Artist; 3) The Voice Of Experiment. (The lead chapters in section 2 and 3 are by
Merrill Denison and Mavor Moore respectively.) In addition to Notes On Contributors, there
is a brief but informative Selected Chronology that covers Canadian theatre from Lescarbot's
play in 1606 to the publication of the Brock Bibliography Of Canadian Plays in 1972.

If the previous paragraph has caught the attention of those interested in the theatre, read on.
The library of the late Carl Stewart reflected his keen interest in plays, and provided the
opportunity of choosing a selection of related books for our shelves. Among those chosen were:
Plays Of Near And Far by Lord Dunsany, Theatre, The Rediscovery Of Style by Michel Saint-Denis,
and Index To The Story Of My Days by Edward Gordon Craig. This latter book is particularly

*interesting because of the intriguing photographs and other illustrations.

XXXXXXXXXXX
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Bob Christie has given two meaty Reports to the library; one is entitled Direction Canada,

published for the Canadian Conference for the Arts, the other is Heritage Ontario, publishe^

for the Government of Ontario. Dr. John Scott has given an unusual and thought-provoking
item for our Canadian Reference shelf, the Report Of The Special Study Regarding The Medical

Profession In Ontario.

H.B.

Annual Meeting - May 25th, 1973

Election of Officers and Executive Committee

for the year 1973/74

President

Vice-President

Treasurer

Secretary

Assistant Secretary

and Honorary Counsel

Robert Christie

Elmer S. Phillips

Philip T. Clark

John A.M. Galilee

Fred W. Kemp

Executive Committee

Two Year Term

Harry Barberian

Norman McMurrich

John A. Morrow

Gordon S. Rice

Gerald Sevier

One Year Term

Edgar Hansen

Judge W.T. Little

John D. McLean

John E. Secord

Wilfred White

A. J. Sandy Stewart Douglas Tushingham



73-1 September 1973

This being the first number of the new season, we suppose that some sort of
editorial comment is called for. In May we told you that a committee had been formed
to study the format and indeed the necessity for a Monthly Letter. It shocked us
(being rather thin skinned) that no one wrote saying, "Don't stop it - please continue"
with this well-merited rebuke we are continuing, chiefly because Doug. Tushingham has
consented to join us in this venture. Doug. at the present time is enjoying a vacation
in Cyprus in what he calls a lotus land atmosphere. In the meantime, please let us have
any items of news.

The first Monthly Dinner of the new season was held on Sept. 28 - fortunately
this was a day when the Yonge Street Mall was no longer in existance - the crummy crowd

Q was there surely, but not so abrasive.

The entertainment was provided by some movie camera enthusiasts who had shot
scenes of the Spring Show in rehearsal, on stage and in dressing rooms. Sandy Stewart
explained that the first reel was a collection of "garbage" shots, while the second reel
was the final selection for the archives. We must confess that we found very little
difference between the two. Wilf White, watching, the action on the screen, played the
appropriate piano tunes - all from memory.

At the dinner, John Irwin paid a moving tribute to Jim Wardropper, a former
president of the Club who had died in the summer.

Attendance was somewhat small for the very considerable amount of technical
knowledge supplied by John Weatherseed, Sandy Stewart and Kodak - through John McLean.

Congratulations for a job well done to Floyd Chalmers, O.C., LL.D, D.Litt. who
has successfully and admirably weathered storms as Chancellor of York University.
Now he has retired from the Chancellorship, we presume other honours will come his way -
Lieut. Governor of Ontario?

Tom Allen writes that he and his wife spent June tooting through a handful of
'Iron Curtain' countries. He reports that Hungary and Czechoslovakia were the most
curtained (the border crossing into Hungary took two hours), Yugoslavia and Poland
appartently the most liberated.

The only artistic events they took in were the university library in Prague, the
Spanish Riding School performance in Vienna, and a night-club show in Warsaw, which
was sufficiently Westernized to feature a nude dancer (female).
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Dick Blue tells us that the Chamber Players of Toronto are putting on a concert ·
in St. Andrew's College, Aurora on Friday, October 12th at 8.30 p.m. in the Kenneth
Ketchum Auditorium. Tickets can be obtained from Dick (or he'll get them for you) at
$4.00 Adult, Students $2.50. The fifteen players under the baton of Victor Martin have
already achieved great success - in fact, their two series of concerts in Toronto have
already been sold out. Why not enjoy the Fall Colours around St. Andrews and then listen
to these professional musicians.

Saturday, September 15, 1973, marked the 30th anniversary of the national premiere in
Ottawa of the World War II Royal Canadian Navy Show, "Meet the Navy". That weekend,
members of the original cast celebrated the event with a gala reunion at HMCS York.

The festivities really began in an informal way at the A & L Club the day before,
Friday September 14. At luncheon, a corporal's guard from the Army Show met with a
similar band of sailors from the Navy Show. This lively group included Johnny Wayne,
Frank Shuster, Peter Mews, and Jimmie Hozack from the Army Show, and Meet the Navy was
represented by John Pratt, Robert Goodier, Victor Feldbrill, Bill O'Connor and
Elmer Phillips.

Over drinks in the Lamps Room and later at luncheon in the Great Hall, the stories came
thick and fast. The conversational ball bounced quickly from Frank Shuster to John Pratt
to Peter Mews to Victor Feldbrill, with Bob Goodier and Johnny Wayne winning the laurels
for quality and quantity of anecdotes.

This was both a hilarious and a memorable event because it recognized that these two
great shows, born in wartime, represented the first truly national theatre to be
produced in Canada.

It was fitting that this recognition should take place at the venerable Arts & Letters Club.

E.S.P.

Memories of Sir Ernest MacMillan

The July 1973 issue of The Canadian Composer carried tributes from his associates and
admirers. We are glad to reproduce two of these from Club members, Reginald Godden and
Charles Peaker. In the case of the latter, we reproduce the full text before the magazine
had cut it (due to space limitations).

ERNEST ALEXANDER CAMPBELL MACMILLAN

"Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thy might"

Sir Ernest found much to do, and fought mightily in many an arena. Over half a century
ago, pale from prison, Ernest MacMillan played the organ in Knox Church, Saskatoon , with
such verve that when the "Great" G minor thundered into the terminus, that Presbyterian
congregation rose to cheer.

"For every effect in this best of all possible worlds, there is a cause"

How did that boy create such an "effect" with those rather stolid organ-pipes? I do
not know, but I can say that his rhythm was an elemental thing, his phrasing was "bowing"
and that he combined his timbres as exquisitely as a painter his pigments, while deploying
his heavy guns as only a Marlborough could do. Furthermore, his programme was designed
to please, rather than astonish us. With what consummate grace he touched off some pretty
dance-measure as we recovered from a stunning toccata.
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"Who is this that darkeneth counsel with words?"

"Lord, it is I, attempting the impossible". Nevertheless I'll try again. This time
it is the new organ in the Royal York Hotel, and it is morning. In shirt-sleeves
Dr. MacMillan is on the bench surveying those serried ranks of stops. He is smoking
his pipe. Around the huge console is a smattering of organists and one or two experts
from Ste. Hyacinthe chattering in French. We await the first words of Gargantua.
Comes a massive chord in G minor and the "Fantasia" is on its lazy inexorable way.
A long slow crescendo, more and more ranks of pipes are engaged, in the bass a profound
Diapason joins the melee, and above the tumult we begin to hear the Trumpets of the
organ, but there is no change in that steady pulse. Since the Doctor is playing from
memory, this might be the improvisation which staggered the Court of Cothen so long ago.
As its mighty transports near their "Q E D" Freddy Silvester whispers to me, "I'm going
to study with that man if he'll have me".

"Some to church repair

Not for the doctrine, but the music there"

If Alexander Pope could have attended Divine Service in the Timothy Eaton Memorial
church, he would have nodded sagely---great choir, fine organ and an artist on the bench
who illustrated the "Doctrine". Anthems, solos and voluntaries of rare distinction, and
the hymns----oh the hymns---- I never heard anything like it. Of course, he was his
father's son, "a Daniel come to judgement" in this venue. Luther, Calvin, Knox or Wesley,
the style was authentic, the words were paramount. One Sunday night the last hymn was

O "The day Thou gavest, Lord, is ended", to the tune "St. Clement". John Ellerton's words
glowed again. With one consent we sat still after the Benediction as the organist descanted
on that hymn with ineffable charm.

Occasionally there was a Gospel hymn by those justly famous evengelists, Moody and
Sankey. With deep respect for compositions that once inspired the folk of America, and
even the British Isles, one must admit that in the more flagrant examples the words were
awfully simple and the music simply awful. Well, no alchemist can transmute lead into
gold, but how Ernest gilded that lead! Sometimes a fragment from a popular song or a
ghostly echo from Savoy Opera cheered the occasion, but always "sotto voce" Dwight L. Moody
and Ira D. Sankey would have been as delighted with him as we were.

With his immense facility at the piano, he was "All things to all men". Lieder, Opera,
Folk-song, it was all one to him. He appeared to have "Gilbert and Sullivan" by heart.
Mme Heim, George Aldcroft, Alfred Heather, Leslie Holmes, Campbell Mclnnes and many
another sang with him in those days. I cannot forget "The Earl of Moray", starkly grand,
nor the wild gaiety of Stravinsky's "Tillimbom". Where had he his energy? There he is
in that dear old concert-hall on College Street playing Beethoven with Elie Spivak, and
appearing next night in the piano-quintette by Brahms.

Oh he was brilliant was Sir Ernest and I fancy he knew it, and why not? One Sunday
afternoon I saw him sauntering down University Avenue to the Hospital where his lovely
wife had just given birth to one or other of those boys. He wore a morning-coat and a
silk hat, and he managed a walking-stick with considerable address. The sun shone on
him lovingly, and he seemed pleasantly aware of his good looks and his impeccable attire.
On another occasion I beheld him in "Procession" clad in the robes of Oxford, and, later
that day, clad in nothing much, diving into ten feet of water. Oh Archimedes!

* I treasure many such glimpses of the man. Is it frivolous to recount them now? I think
not. When a batsman retires to the Pavilion after a superb innings, we cheer.

"He was a verray parfit gentil Knight"

Charles Peaker
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How Bach's Passion became a benchmark for Canadians W

One afternoon in May, 1927 I was at the organ in Convocation Hall trying to decide what

knobs to pull and what metal balls to push. My teacher, Dr. Healey Willan, never

bothered much with registration, or, if you will, orchestration. This period of indecision

followed a rehearsal of the Handel G Minor Organ Concerto with the Conservatory Orchestra,

Dr. Luigi von Kunitz conducting, and I faced the performance that evening with trepidation.

Unbeknownst to me, Dr. MacMillan, the principal of the Conservatory, had heard the

rehearsal and he had probably, and rightly, thought "This young man could use some help."

In the midst of my pulls and pushes he came over to the console and said, "May I make

some suggestions, Reg - playing with orchestra is a special problem in colouring."

In no time at all he covered the principal subject matter of the concerto, stops and

couplers flew in and out and I had experienced a revelation. It was all done with such

quiet mastery.

The following year, 1928, brought with it at Easter my first and never-to-be forgotten

hearing of the Passion According to St. Matthew; J.S. Bach and Dr. MacMillan in the same

setting, Convocation Hall at the University of Toronto.

As the auditors, many with scores, quietly gathered to fill every seat, an uncanny

electricity filled the air and one just knew this was to be an epic evening with that

great tonal drama.

As the appointed hour approached, our focus was to the front, the entry of the two

choruses, the two orchestras, Richard Tattersall to the organ, Healey Willan to the

piano (how he played those cadences!), the soloists, and finally Alfred Heather the a

Evangelist, Campbell Mclnnis the Christus, followed by the source of it all, Dr. MacMillaW

He had no score; it was all in his head and his heart.

A moment of absolute silence as his eyes scanned the ranks arrayed in a half circle

and then the deep throb of the 12/8 opening began and we were transported on the heaving

sea of this apotheosis of the Chorale Prelude and from there to the unfolding of the

Passion.

For days after, we were lost in wonder at the mysterious power of that evening and the

wonder was divided between the creator, Bach, and the projector of that creation,

Dr. MacMillan. The Passion was to be for years to come the pinnacle of our listening lives.

His comprehension of a new score? I took to him in the mid-thirties the full score of

a concerto for two pianos by Paul Nordoff. Scott Malcolm and I were considering a per-

formance of it. Sir Ernest read it at sight.

To hundreds of men - not women, alas - a great and imperishable memory of this man has

to do with Christmas and that miracle of the major scale - The First Noel.

The annual Christmas dinner at the Arts and Letters Club in Toronto ended for years in

a blaze of glory and spontaneity with that beloved carol. We sang all the verses,

enveloped in the irresistible flood of joy emanating from his fingers on the vintage

Steinway (1911). Each verse yielded a masterly variant on the keyboard and between each

of the verses Sir Ernest took off in flights of improvisation, all structured on relevant

elements, moving in great arcs to remote tonal climates but always returning to the heart

of D major.

This treasury of pot-pourri was never written down and never the same twice running.

I played under Sir Ernest's direction with the TSO on several occasions: once with

Scott Malcolm in the Bach two piano Concerto in C Major, and three times as soloist.
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* He was quite calm in rehearsal, completely cooperative. He gave you your own run -
he didn't question your interpretation or interfere with it.

He was very easy to work with; he wasn't arrogant, wasn't dominating in any way, shape
or form. He was a pleasure to work with.

But I don't remember those performances in the way that I remember The Passion. That's
how he made his mark in Canada as far as I'm concerned. He created an impression on all
of us at that period - the mystery, the totality of it all, his complete identification
with it - this remains. Nobody else will ever do it as he did.

Reginald Godden

OBITUARY

JAMES WARDROPPER B.Sc., B. Comm. 1890-1973

July 3rd. 1973 was a sad day for members of the Arts and Letters Club. On that day
James Wardropper, beloved mamber since 1935 and a former president was cremated. He died
on July 1st. following a heart attack while playing golf. His biography reveals much
about the man, as a business executive, art lover and humanitarian, Jim was born in
Newcastle-on-Tyne and educated Higher Grade School, Barrow-in Furness (head boy 1906),
and at Borough Road College, University of London, where he graduated Bachelor of Science
and later took his degree in commerce. He joined the world famous chocolate company of
Rowntree Ltd. at York in 1913--a firm he was to serve 40 years--25 years at Rowntree's
chief executive officer in Toronto. He retired in 1952.

SJim had wide interests. He was a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, a Fellow of the
Cost and Works Accountants Institute of the United Kingdom and a past president of the
Confectionary Association of Canada. He loved sports. In his younger days he was a
professional footballer; golf was to be enjoyed always. He was an expert photographer.
He perfected what is known today as microphotography. His prints of postage stamps and
of works of Art by painters revealed his talent as a pioneer in this field.

Education was important to Jim. Early in his business career he gave free tuition to
underprivileged boys. Two subjects are revealing: how an internal combustion engine
works--which he demonstrated with a motor cycle engine--and what is thunder. The thunder
effort came about when one boy asked if it was true--as mother had told him--that the
noise was made by empty barrels rolling across the sky; Jim explained it all with the
familiar Leyden Jar' Jim loved the Arts and Letters Club. He was part of the Club and
certainly the Club was part of his life. He joined the Club in 1935 right in the middle
of Napier Moore's revues. Jim was soon on the stage and backstage. It was not long
before he became actively involved in helping to run the Club, receiving the accolade of
the presidential chain of office and red gown which he held at the 50th Anniversary of
the Club. Like other senior A&L members, he was proud of his membership in the B.O.F.
(Birds of a Feather, to the unitiated) -- recalled today by the wall exhibit of inscribed
churchwarden clay pipes. A Club regular, Jim was always always available when advice was
sought. Indeed, only a week before his death, he held the floor, arguing logically as
ever, at a meeting of the Club's Past Presidents' Advisory Committee.

Jim's interest in Art was practical. He was associated for several years with the Ontario
College of Art which he served as treasurer and member of the Council. He was pardonably
proud of his art collection which graces his Willowdale home.

SThe fond memory of Jim holding forth at lunch, at dinner, or in the Club will long remain
at 14 Elm Street. He left us as he perhaps wished - taking a swing with his golf club on
a perfect summer afternoon.

We extend deep sympathy to his wife, Ethel, to whom he was married in 1915, to two
daughters and four grandchildren.

John Irwin and Chuck Matthews
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ARS LONGA

Many historic moments have occurred at The Arts and Letters Club. One of the finest

and most heartwarming was the visit of Dr. Charles Comfort and his lovely lady on

September 17 and 18 when members of the Club and their guests had an opportunity to

enjoy his paintings and his reminiscences about his early days at A & L.

Canadian war artists produced work second to none. They had a feeling of presence and

sincerity that often eluded artists in other countries. Dr. Comfort's paintings testify to

the fact that a master can create with the thunder of war around him. His watercolour

portraits - virtuoso, but full of feeling - with character and life, not just surface

manipulation or technical formulae. The major battle oils, organized, designed superbly,

full of vitality and strength with neither baroque heroics nor sterile detachment. A

feeling of understated action, like a coiled spring.

The Club is greatly indebted to The Canadian War Museum for lending us these paintings

and to Dr. Comfort for selecting them and for carefully choosing the other paintings in

the exhibition assembled for the Club.

Paintings related to Club lore: a portrait of Emanuel Hahn; a handsome trout captured

by the late Dr. Mazzoleni's line and by Dr. Comfort's brush; a self-portrait in '34 with

a pine-panelled background that should send many a magic-realist scurrying back to his

Wyeth prints to see if Andrew has a way to top the art that causes spectators to tap to see

if real.

Fifty-one years ago, Dr. Comfort had his first one-man show just two years after he had

been elected a member of The Arts and Letters Club. A mature artist even then,

although scarcely legally of age, he developed his natural talents to pursue successfully

several distinguished careers: one of the first muralists of stature in Canada; Professor

at the University of Toronto; official War Artist; Director of The National Gallery of

Canada; President of the Royal Canadian Academy of Arts; founding member and past-

president of the Canadian Group of Painters and the Canadian Society of Painters in Water

Colour. The recipient of many awards and honours, he is also a writer but, strongly as

ever, he continues as a practising professional artist creating important murals, official

portraits and other major works.

Somehow, in his busy schedule the artist finds time to paint many happy scenes of

Georgian Bay, Ottawa Valley and Cape Cod and a number of these graced the walls of the

Great Hall. The Club was also fortunate to acquire for its archival records the

manuscript of the delightful, informal talk that Dr. Comfort gave on those rewarding

evenings. An example of the dedication that he and the Club received: Bob Hume,

refusing hospitalization in Whitehorse on Friday, flew to Toronto to direct, on Sunday,

and most actively participate in the installation of this memorable exhibition.

In closing this all-too-brief report, your amanuensis expresses his warmest appreciation

to those who signed the luncheon menu, to dear Judge Denton who personally delivered it

and to the Club for sending flowers when your scribe was hospitalized for the second time

in 1973. S

J. A. M.
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THE ARCHIVES

The appearance of the Lamps Room has been improved immeasurably

as the result of several work sessions which were undertaken

for the purpose of rearranging,and adding to, our collection of

art and archives. The room is quite a show place now, as al-

most the entire wall area has been filled; all of which sug-
gests that if you have an item suitable for inclusion in the

Club collections you should make that generous donation while

some space is still available.

The archives display cases have been showing an exhibition en-

titled Music In The Club Up To 1940. A supplemental exhibit-

ion of photographs of musicians who were early members was

planned but did not materialize. Some of the photographs
chosen were of members of the Clef Club, a group which had

ceased to exist as a Club before the foundation of the A.&.L.

(Incidently, if anyone has information,or photographs, of members

of the Clef Club the archivist would be very pleased to hear

from them).

H.B.

X I X X X

Thanks go to Lou Hartley and to Charles Carter for help with

hanging the framed archives, to Oxford McNeil for installing
light switches on the display cabinets, and to John Hudson

for turning over his file compiled while he served as Enter-
tainment Chairman.

X X X X X

Hunter Bishop tells us that on a recent visit to Victoria he

contacted Club member Hilton Smith. Mr. Smith had just returned
from the hospital following a serious illness; he has closed out
his Adelphi Bookshop and plans to serve as a consultant to Uni-
versity libraries. We send fraternal greetings and warm wishes
for a speedy recovery.

WANTED

The archivist wants copies of programmes of a series of one-act
plays staged at the Club during the years 1922, 1923 and 1924. He
also wants programmes of a series of musical evenings produced under
the general heqding Twilight Concerts (years 1920-21). And Christ-
mas Dinner programmes of the 1920's. In fact, he would be happy
to receive all types of programmes from that decade. But his joy
would be unconfined if someone were to offer any Club item of the

preceding decade, when the Club lived in the former Assize Court
Room of the County of York. (If you can respond to this plea,drop
a note to Hunter Bishop at the Club, or phone him at 483-7482).



THE LIBRARY

One of the most impressive books to have been added to our library in some@
time is entitled Thoreau MacDonald, A Catalogue Of Design And Illustration.
Impressive because pictorially it shows the great craftsmanship and scope
of MacDonald's work, and because of the obvious loving care and devotion

put into the preparation of the catalogue by its author, Margaret E.Edison.
The book is introduced by a preface, written to vacDonald in the form of
a letter, by Harker Fairley, then a charming autobiographical note by
macDonald, then an appreciation and appraisal of his work by Mrs. Edison.

The catalogue is divided into five sections and contains some 200 illust-
rations. The book ends with 15 pages of appendices, including Exhibitions,
References In Print, and an Index. The author is to be warmly congratu-
lated for undertaking the arduous and time-consuming task of preparing
such an interesting and useful reference work.

X X X X X

There has been such a large number of gifts to the library since the last
Letter that only a brief description of them is possible. Lovat Dickson's
Wit•±rxn brand new book Wilderness Man has just been published by Macmill-
an of Canada, and an autographed copy has been received by the library;

the book tells of the strange story of Grey Owl. Members of The Canddian
Group of Painters have sent a copy of a history of their Group, 1930-1970,
entitled Four Decades; this comprehensive book, which containe almost
200 illustrations, has been autographed for the Club by Yvonne McK.Housser,
Sydney Watson and York Wilson. A recent visitor to the Club from Ottawa

was Art Price, who has donated to our library two books showing the pro-
digous output and scope of his work; book No.l is entitled A Cross Section V
Of The Work Of Art Price and book No.2 is Happiness Is Where You Find It.
Along with these latter two books there has been on the New Additions
shelf a copy of Tree Of Dreams by the late Dr. Marius Barbeau who was an
Honorary Club member; this book of 12 legends of French Canada was illu-
strated by Art Price who, incidently, was Dr. Barbeau's son-in-law.

John Grier has given Nos. 1 and 2 of The Savoy, dated January and April
1896. Bill Shelden has given the April 1947 edition of the Journal Of
The Royal Architectural Institute Of Canada; it contains an article by
Club mimber Herman Voaden and one by former member Raymond Card. Charles
Carter was co-editor of a booklet entitled The Diary Of Sophia Macnab,

written at Dundurn Castle in 1R46 when Sophia was i3 years of age. Know-
ing the librarian's fondness for first issues of Canadian periodicals,
Lou Hartley passed along a copy of Vol.1l,No.1l of the Etobicoke Gazette.
The Reverend D. Wilkerson has donated a copy of his book The Cross And
The Switchblade.

Other items currently or recently on display include an autographed
copy of The Roosevelt And The Antinoe by E.J.Pratt; Rodrik, an exhibition
catalogue of the work of member Paul Rodrik; Saskatoon Thirteen Artists,
a catalogue from the Mackenzie Gallery at Regina; the Annual Report of
the Art Gallery Of Ontario; the Annual Report of the Canadian Overseas
Telecommunications Corporation.

H.B.
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December 1973

We have many new members over the past year. If you haven't already
met them, you should, and to make identification and common interests
more evident to you, we provide here the names and some indication of
their interests.

McCready, Philip C. - Trained in art and theology, and a practising
United Church minister for 15 years, Mr.
McCready is now an art dealer and an authority
on Canadian art.

*· Weyman, Ronald C. - Producer, director and writer for NFB and CBC. He
paints, skis, sails, and plays hockey.

Ingram, John H. - He works for Xerox of Canada but he also has a
private collection of paintings and Canadiana
furniture.

Sime, John - Executive Director of the Three Schools of Art on
Brunswick Avenue; his interests are obviously
broad but photography is his special hobby.

Grayson, John - Dr. Grayson teaches Physiology at U.of T. His
interests are literature and music; his hobbies
are writing and carpentry.

Tasker, Ronald R. - Dr. Tasker is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Surgery at the U.of T. He
collects contemporary Canadian paintings and
is a nature photographer.

Marvin, Richard W. - A practising commercial illustrator with an
interest in all the arts. He collects military
miniatures.

MacLaren, Roy W. - For 12 years a Foreign Service Officer serving in
Smany parts of the world. Now Director of Public

Relations for Massey-Ferguson and interested in
Canadian art.
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Reynolds, Michael J. - Mr. Reynolds is an actor with long experience, *
also, a stage manager, director and writer. He
collects antique tools.

Pendergast, David M. - Dr. Pendergast is an archaeologist at the ROM,
digging in Central America. He is interested
in Canadian historic architecture and 19th
century Canadian water-colours.

Feldman, Lionel D. - Mr. Feldman is a Municipal Affairs Consultant
who is interested in literature, music, drama
and the theatre. He collects Canadian prints.

Hamburgh, Raymond - Mr. Hamburgh has a background as an art director
and in newspaper work but now devotes full time
to painting. He had a one-man show of watercolours
at the Arts and Letters in 1969.

Stewart, A.J. "Sandy" - A TV producer with CBLT but with a broad
experience in many aspects of theatre, film
and music. Is also interested in ornithology,
gardening and sailing.

Strate, Grant E. - With National Ballet for 21 years as a dancer,
resident choreographer and assistant director.
Now directing programme in the dance at York
University.

Jull, J. Worthington - Mr. Jull is a retired insurance broker who
collects Canadian art, is interested in
Canadian history and enjoys sailing and
skating.

Robertson, George C. - Mr. Robertson is a CBC producer with a
particular interest in music.

MacTaggart, Kenneth Wiley - Mr. MacTaggart is a retired journalist who
still engages in writing and photography.

Hart, Gerald D. - Dr. Hart is a hematologist and a historian of
medicine. He lectures at U. of T. in the Institute
for the History of Science and Technology, and is
interested in portraiture, numismatics and archaeology.

Haig, Donald George - Mr. Haig is a film producer and editor whose
hobby is collecting archival films.

Foley, Patrick - As an engineering psychologist, Mr. Foley is professor
of Human Factors Engineering at the U. of T. His
hobbies are naval sailing ships and folk songs and
his leaning is towards literature and musico
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SLove, Gage - Mr. Love is a professional singer who is at present a student

in the U. of T. Faculty of Education. Besides music, however,
he is interested in sports and record collecting.

Milic, Vladan - Mr. Milic is a professional architect who has practised

in Vienna and Belgrade and is now a partner in Adamson

Associates. He is an amateur pianist and is interested

in visual arts and literature.

Henderson, Maxwell - The ex-Auditor General of Canada is now Director

(Administration) at R.O.M. He writes and speaks

and is interested in theatre, painting and music.

Williams, Stuart A. - Mr. Williams is General Manager of the Canadian
Jewellers Association and Director of the Indian-
Eskimo Association. Naturally, he is interested in
Eskimo art and other visual arts, as well as music.

Stewart, Roderick J. - Mr. Stewart is a teacher at U.T.S. and the author
of Bethune, published only a few months ago by
Toronto New Press. Historical research and
writing are obviously his concerns. A.D.T.

Details for 4 more new members: W.C. Haenel, P. Merry, T. Macartney-
Fillgate and L. Knott will be given in the next Monthly Letter.

FRANKly Speaking

When King Edward VIII abdicated to marry Mrs. Simpson, Mrs. So of course
never became Queen. However, they do say that whenever she gives a tea-

party, she never reigns but she pours ? ( 0 0 0 )

JACKS ARE WILD ?

The sun never sets on some members of the Arts and Letters Club. Jack Yocom
and Jack Prior met in Honolulu the other week. Our Gulf Canada executive
was in Hawaii on a business/vacation - our former Simpson's executive was
relaxing there on a "thank-you-for-your-long-service" holiday.

Cornered by Bill Little in the mutual lavatory they share between their
offices - and often forget to unlock after a visit - Judge Patrick Gravely
of the Family Court was confined to their mutual compartment - until he
promised to speak to us. On October 2nd - released for good behaviour -
His Honour spoke to a goodly gathering at lunch, on the horrific gulf
between the treatment given to a juvenile offender and to a lad who had
passed his sixteenth birthday. Judge Gravely hopefully predicted that

l eventually all offenders would be treated in the same thoughtful and
humane manner now carried out in the Family Court. C.A.C.
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SAINT ANNE'S and J.E.H. MACDONALD S
A most interesting (but, alas, least well attended) Wednesday Ladies

Night took place on October 10th. After the usual preliminaries anddinner, those present were privileged to hear a talk by Canon George
Young, Rector of St. Anne's Anglican Church, about this most remarkablechurch. The superb interior decorations of this church lie very closeto the heart of the Arts and Letters Club. Some splendid slides revealed
the interior of this Byzantine church on Gladstone Avenue which, though
built some years before, was further adorned by J.E.H. MacDonald in 1923.

It was, however, a cooperative effort almost impossible to imagine
happening in these latter days, for MacDonald enlisted many of his artistfriends. The cartoons, or sketches and the colours were designed anddecided upon by him and executed by, among others, Frank Carmichael, FredVarley, Herbert Palmer and J.E.H. himself - all Club members - and FrancesLoring, sculptress and Thoreau MacDonald, son of J.E.H. One member of the
A & L who was present the other night and who actually worked on theproject, was Oxford McNeill, an apprentice to the decorator at the time.

Chuck Matthews, from his inexhaustible memory added a few factsabout St. Anne's when he thanked Canon Young. Chuck also reminded usthat there were some members who had never entered this church and
exhorted such ignoramuses to go there forthwith. In the words of CanonYoung: "The church is always open, particularly on Sundays." I.P.C.

" NANOOK OF THE NORTH "

Sandy Stewart brought the classic film Nanook of the North to theOctober 26 Monthly Dinner Meeting. It proved -to be an eye opener forthose who had never seen this picture - made in 1922 by Robert Flaherty -a sometime member of the Club. The techniques were superb. What made thissilent film most enjoyable were the fully explanatory titles and thepiano background music played so sympathetically by John Yocom. We cometo accept the projection of films as taken for granted but WentworthWalker handled that department faultlessly.
Three past presidents, Chuck Matthews of course, and two sons ofmembers (K. Jarvis and Dick Blue) helped to swell the attendance.It was announced that Dr. Clare Hassard had given a Steinway Pianoto the Club and there it was on show - a sister to our old one. ThatDr. Hassard had recently been elected a Life Member was greeted with

enthusiasm.
Elmer Phillips presided in the unavoidable absence of Bob Christie.

THE HELICONIAN CLUB

"As I entered the Club, joy bounced off the walls," was thespontaneous welcome given by our president to the lovely ladies of theHeliconian Club and their escorts, when they joined us for dinner onHalloween, October 31st. Their presence made the evening a gala affair.
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Q "Doug" Maxwell the personable sportscaster and head of Artists
Canada Management, further stimulated us with a rousing challenge to
make the 1976 Olympics at Montreal a resounding success. He reinforced
his address with a fascinating collage of colour slides taken at the
1972 Munich Games and made into a movie. This was Canada's first
portrayal of the Olympics and Maxwell thanked John McLean, who intro-
duced him, for John's invaluable help in making the film possible.

Mrs. Sid Bersudsky, the charming President of the Heliconian Club,
graciously thanked and told "Doug" how happy we were to meet him face
to face after knowing and enjoying him on the air. C.A.C.

OBITUARY

VINCENT De VITA

Life Member Vincent De Vita who died in the late summer, was known
by many of the older members of the Club. His design business
flourished in the 40's when he made his mark in the field of Trade
Shows and Exhibitions. He employed in his studio many Canadian Artists
, some of whom made their mark in the fine arts. He had made a name
for himself in New York before coming to Toronto in 1925 as a Theatre
Art Director. Well known as a lecturer, De Vita retired in 1955.

JOHN A. M. GALILEE

We will remember John as he came to his last Executive Meeting as
he had done so many times since his appointment as Assistant Secretary
in May 1967, and Secretary in more recent years. We will remember his
talent for writing, imagination, tact and tireless energy so generously
poured into the Monthly Letter from April 1959 to this issue. By a
strange coincidence one of the last articles he wrote for the Monthly
was Vincent De Vita's Obituary. And we will remember John as the
gentle man with a gift of quiet humour that endeared him to all of us.

Born in Warlingham, Surrey, in 1897, John spent his early years
teaching in England, South Africa and finally at Upper Canada Prep.
Attracted by advertising he left teaching and moved to Hamilton where
he spent the next 17 years with the Canadian Westinghouse Company.
In Hamilton he became President of the Hamilton Association; a
founding member of the Hamilton Discussion Group and of the Attic
Theatre Club. Playing in Shaw's "A Village Wooing" romance ended his
bachelor days when he married his fellow star. Moving to Toronto he
formed the Canadian Circulation Audit Board and became its first
General Manager. He joined the Arts and Letters Club in 1945.

John was a gifted amateur painter who studied in France under
Leonard Richmond. Gardening was a passion that both his garden and
his greenhouse so happily showed.

Our deepest sympathy goes to Dorothy and the family.
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ARS LONGA

This Fall the A & L has had three important exhibitions. The works of Dr. Charles
Comfort were followed by a selection of some outstanding Canadian crafts donated by
Mrs. Floyd Chalmers to the permanent collection of The Canadian Guild of Crafts. The
wall hangings, ceramics and carvings were among those chosen from across the Country
to represent Canada in the World Crafts Council Conference to be held in Toronto in 1974.
The exhibition in the Club gave only a hint of the richness of the collection because of
depth limitations of our walls and our few, although excellent display cabinets. However,
this showing gave a rewarding insight into the creative scope of the crafts in Canada and
visual proof of professional stature.

The third major exhibition was in honour of the hundredth anniversary of the year of birth
of J. E. H. MacDonald. A founding member of The Group of Seven, he was a dedicated
and creative President of the A & L who designed the heraldic plaques in the Great Hall,
some of the magnificent illuminated scrolls and the viking emblem, to mention but a few.

Our indefatigable and learned archivist, Hunter Bishop, assembled a truly historic display
of memorabilia that richly complemented the handsome display of paintings so kindly
loaned by members and friends of the Club. Interest in this exhibition by scholars confirm
the historic value of this retrospective. Opening nights were enhanced by major works
from The Art Gallery of Ontario. We offer sincere thanks to all those who shared their
treasures; to Mrs. Joan Murray, A.G.O. Curator of Canadian Art; to the National
Gallery; The Toronto Public Library and to Bill Shelden who lay flat on his back on floor 9

to photograph ceiling paintings by J.E.H.

Other artistic events in the Club this Autumn included "Audio-Visual Light Concepts", a
stunning presentation by Charles Hilder, a talented and creative professional member.
At Ladies' Night his vibrant, rapidly changing light compositions certainly did "capture
the eyes in harmony with music" as advertised in Playbill. His futuristic blending of
electronic sight and sound was a dynamic visual dialogue with his audience that was
unforgettable.

As we go to press we report a most fascinating topic, "Finance of Fine Art" discussed at
the Members' Monthly Dinner. A panel of truly knowledgeable authorities discussed art
and taxes. Participation from the floor was so intense and continuous that your
amanuensis often wondered who was supposed to be giving the presentation. Art as an
aesthetic experience; art as a commodity; art markets; art values on regional, national
and international levels were discussed and debated with great spirit. What a pleasure to
listen to a panel of remarkably informed participants. Our warm thanks to Moderator Sol
Littman, distinguished critic; Albert White, famed gallery owner; Bill Wingfield, Arthur
Andersen & Co.; Ross Richards, Canada Permanent Trust and Roy Bell of Canada Life.

John Galilee, a true gentleman, inspired his colleagues with his dedicated, professional
approach and kindly words of encouragement. The tributes paid to him at his memorial
service expressed the feelings of all who were privileged to know him. 9

J.M.
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|FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS FALL

Ladies Days were scheduled to be held on the first Saturday of eachmonth. Also, during the winter months, members could attend evening
"fireside discussions" which covered a wide variety of art topics.
The Monthly Dinner for November featured a one-act play, The Sickle
by member Britton Cooke, plus a trio composed of Gesza de Kresz
Boris Hambourg and Reginald Stewart, plus projected caricatures
on Club life done by artists under the direction of Arthur Lismer.

The Executive Committee decided to lend Curtis Williamson's full-
length portrait of the late Wm. Cruickshank to the Art Gallery, witha plate to be attached to it indicating Club ownership of the picture.

Ernest MacMillan presented a report which included the suggestion
that special gowns be made up for use by members of the Club Choir
at the Christmas dinner. The dinner entertainment was unusual in
that internationally known pianist Mark Hambourg, on a visit from
his beloved Savage Club, contributed to the programme in concertwith his brother Boris.

THE ARCHIVES

It is felt that it was important to hold a retrospective exhibition
* of the work of the Club's fifteenth president, J.E.H. MacDonald, on

the occasion of the 100th anniversary of his birth. It is also felt
that the meagre attendance at the two "open" evenings must reflect
a regrettable disinterest by members in the work of one of the most
multi-talented artists ever to work in Canada.

Although one entire wall of the lounge was devoted to MacDonald's
output relating to the Club, it nevertheless represents only a smallportion of the work he did for the Club. The archivist warmly thanks
those persons who contributed work to, or lent items for, the show
which filled the lounge. Special thanks are due to the librarians ofthe Art Gallery of Ontario and the Fine Arts Section of the Metro
Public Library who lent a collection of books illustrated by MacDonald,to Walter Coucill who dressed and hung the show, and to John Morrow.

XXXXXXXX

Ned Hanson has kindly given to the archives a record entitled
"The Gracious Time". It contains Christmas music sung by his
St. Simon's Choir, coupled with readings by Robert Christie.
In addition to his most generous gift of a grand piano, Clare
Hassard gave a set of six tuning forks. Bill Shelden passed
along a "Town Topics" programme.

Mrs. Wardropper has given to the archives a number of Club items
belonging to her husband Jim. Mrs. Galilee has also turned over

*the Club files of her late husband John.

4p H.B.
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THE LIBRARY

One of the most impressive books to have been added to our library in some@

time is entitled Thoreau MacDonald, A Catalogue Of Design And Illustration.

Impressive because pictorially it shows the great craftsmanship and scope

of MacDonald's work, and because of the obvious loving care and devotion

put into the preparation of the catalogue by its author, Margaret E.Edison.

The book is introduced by a preface, written to macDonald in the form of

a letter, by Harker Fairley, then a charming autobiographical note by
Duac1Donald, then an appreciation and appraisal of his work by Mrs. Edison.

The catalogue is divided into five sections and contains some 200 illust-

rations. The book ends with 15 pages of appendices, including Exhibitions,
References In Print, and an Index. The author is to be warmly congratu-
lated for undertaking the arduous and time-consuming task of preparing

such an interesting and useful reference work.

X X X X X

There has been such a large number of gifts to the library since the last

Letter that only a brief description of them is possible. Lovat Dickson's

Witarx~ brand new book Wilderness Man has just been published by Macmill-

an of Canada, and an autographed copy has been received by the library;
the book tells of the strange story of Grey Owl. Members of The Canddian

Group of Painters have sent a copy of a history of their Group, 1930-1970,
entitled Four Decades; this comprehensive book, which containe almost

200 illustrations, has been autographed for the Club by Yvonne McK.Housser,

Sydney Watson and York Wilson. A recent visitor to the Club from Ottawa

was Art Price, who has donated to our library two books showing the pro-
digous output and scope of his work; book No.1 is entitled A Cross Section

Of The Work Of Art Price and book No.2 is Happiness Is Where You Find It.

Along with these latter two books there has been on the New Additions
shelf a copy of Tree Of Dreams by the late Dr. Marius Barbeau who was an
Honorary Club member; this book of 12 legends of French Canada was illu-
strated by Art Price who, incidently, was Dr. Barbeau's son-in-law.

John Grier has given Nos. 1 and 2 of The Savoy, dated January and April
1896. Bill Shelden has given the April 1947 edition of the Journal Of
The Royal Architectural Institute Of Canada; it contains an article by
Club member Herman Voaden and one by former member Raymond Card. Charles
Carter was co-editor of a booklet entitled The Diary Of Sophia Macnab,

written at Dundurn lastle in 1P46 when Sophia was i3 years of age. Know-
ing the librarian's fondness for first issues of Canadian periodicals,
Lou Hartley passed along a copy of Vol.1l,No.1 of the Etobicoke Gazette.
The Reverend D. Wilkerson has donated a copy of his book The Cross And
The Switchblade.

Other items currently or recently on display include an autographed
copy of The Roosevelt And The Antinoe by E.J.Pratt; Rodrik, an exhibition
catalogue of the work of member Paul Rodrik; Saskatoon Thirteen Artists,
a catalogue from the Mackenzie Gallery at Regina; the Annual Report of
the Art Gallery Of Ontario; the Annual Report of the Canadian Overseas
Telecommunications Corporation.

I
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